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This report describes the first phase of an NRC-sponsored
project that identified and evaluated system interaction events
that have occurred at commercial nuclear power plants in the
United States. The project included (1) an assessment of nu-
clear power plant operating experience data sources, (2) the
development of search methods and event selection, criteria
for identifying system interaction events, (3) a review'of
possible events, and (4) a final evaluation and categorization
of the events. The report, organized'in two volumes, outlines
each of these steps and presents the results of the project.
Volume 1 contains an introduction to the- project, describes the
process by which the project identified and evaluated the sys-
.tern intera ction events, and presents the results and recommen-
dations from that evaluation. Volume 1 also contains appen-
dixes that review the d-%ta sources used in identifying events
and outlines the information collected for each event. Volume
2 provides a description of each *adverse system interaction
event and lists the references for the events.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report describes a project sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commnission (NRC) Generic Issues Branch and performed at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. The project, conducted by the Nuclear Operations
Analysis Center, was structured to identify system interaction events
that have occurred at commercial 'nuclear power plants in the United
States. Although previous studies have examined system interaction
events, the thrust of this study was to provide a broad review of nuclear
power plant operating experience using a specific definition of a system
interaction.,

Initially, the project selected over 4000 events for review from
reactor experience data. A detailed review and evaluation reduced the
4000 events'to 235 events that were considered adverse system interaction
events. For these 235 adverse system interaction events, enough inf or-
mation was collected to allow further analysis. This information included
items such as date of event, systems and components involved, method of
discovery, and corrective action. Statistics from these attributes for
each event are p resented and discussed in the report.

The 235 events were placed into 23 categories using the data col1-
lected on each event. These categories contain events that are similar
in some aspect and provide insight into the kinds of system interaction
events that have occurred. The report describes each of the categories
and discusses their significance. Examples of the categories are listed
below:

1. adverse interactions between normal or offsite'electric power and
emergency electric power systems,

2. degradation of safety systems by vapor or gas intrusion,
3. degradation of safety-related systems by fire protection systems,

and
4. flooding of safety-related equipment through plant drain systems.

In addition to drawing attention to the specific categories of sys-
tem interaction events, the project made two recommendations for continued
effort:

1. The safety significance of. each of the categories should be examined,
with emphasis on the potential for continuing problems.

2. Current system interaction analysis methods shouldibe evaluated to
examine their effectiveness in identifying the kind of system in-
teraction events reflected in the operating experience.

Detailed evaluation of safety significance is a complex problem and
was not within the scope of the project. It will require (1) an examina-
tion of all of the industry and NRC actions that have occurred in response
to the events and (2) an assessment of how effective these actions have
been. The second recommendation is being addressed in phase II of this
project. That phase will assess system interaction analysis techniques,
using in part the adverse system interaction events and categories dis-
cussed here.
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ABSTRACT

This report describes the first phase of an NRC-sponsored.
*project that, identified *and evaluated system interaction events
that have'occurred at commercial nuclear power plants in the
United States. The project included (1) an ass .essment of nu-
clear power plant operating experie ,nce data sources,: (2) the.
development *of search methods and event selection criteria
for identifying.system interaction. events, (3) a review of

*possible events', and (4) a final evaluation and categorization
of the events. The report, organized in two volumes, outlines

each of these ste ps and presents the results of the project.
Vo lume 1 contains an introduction to the project, describes the
process by which the project identified and evaluated the'sys-
.tern interaction even ts, and presents the results andrecommen-
dations from that evaluation. Volume 1 also contains appen-
ýdixes th at review the data sources Iused in identifying events
and outlines the information collected for each event. Volume

*.2 provides a description of each adverse system interaction
event and lists the references for the events.

1. ,INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Safety (with re .gard to radiologicalzrelease's and exposure of the*
general public and plant personnel) is of- great importance to the nuclear
power .industry. To. ensure this safety objective is met, numerous spe-
cialized systems are included in the design of nuclear power plants. The
purpose of these "s~afety" systems is to mitigate accidents and minimize
their consequences. Therefore, these systems must be reliable. (Note:
The terms safety system and safety-related system are. used interchangeably
in this report.)

*Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

tJBF Associates, Inc.
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.To ensure the reliability of the safety systems, thorough reviews
and evaluations are performed on 'all facets of the systems' operation.
*However, experts of ten.. quest~ion the: completeness of the current, review
*process%, for the following reasons:

1. 'The plant reviews -are frequently done on a system-by-system basis
rather than being integrated over the many systems that function
togetheri

2. The complexity of the systems makes comprehensive reviews difficult.
3. System design may not always take into account all parameters needed

for operation..
4. Good communication among the many different specialists (e.g.,chemi-

cal, mechanical, civil-,,and electrical engineers) involved in the
design and construction of .these systems is difficult to achieve, and
maintain.

These factors *can lead to design flaws. A major area of concern is un-
identified interactions and .dependencies between systems,,in. particular,
redundant .safety systems.

In 1974, the ACRS identified a generic need to examine'the matter
of "system interactions" - the unidentified (and possibly unanalyzed)
dependencies between systems.- In 1978, the NRC began a system inter-
.action program by definin g USI A-17, "Systems Interaction in Nuclear
Power Plants," and initiated several programs to investigate the. issue. 1,2

1.2 Purpose

The objective of this project was to identify and evaluate pos~sible
system interaction events that have occurred at commercial nuclear power
plants in the United States. This work was performed in support of the
Task Action Plan developed by the NRC to address USI A-17. The results
from this review of operational experience include (1) insights into the
system interaction issue, (2) categories of system interaction events,
and (3). data for use in reviewing system interaction analysis methods.
This information will be useful in- regulatory decisions concerning threats
to safety by unanalyzed system interactions.

Phase II of this project (to be completed in FY 1985) will evaluate
current search methods that are used' to find potential 'adverse system
interaction events. This evaluation will consider the effectiveness of
the methods for fin ding adverse system interaction events and an estimate
of costs involved. The results will then be used in the development of
guidelines for search methods.

1.3 System Interaction Definition

In establishing this project, the NRC Generic Issues Branch provided
the following system interaction definition, which was used as the basis
for all project activities:
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A system interaction occurs when 'an event in one system, train,.
component .or structure propagates through unanticipated or' in-
conspicuous dependencies to'cause an action or inaction in other
systems, trains, components or structures.

The definition contains three major points used for identifying sys-
tern interactions: (1) initiating event, (2) 'propagat'ion, and *()'una'n-
ticipate~d or Inconspicuous dependencies. The initiating event can be a
failure, action, or inaction of a system, train, comp onent, or struc-'
ture. This initiating event then' Ipropagates through'unanUicipated or'
'inconspicuous dependencies to adversely'affect at least one other system,
train, component, or structure.

Of *the events that satisfied the system interaction, definition, the
project, focused on a subset - "adverse system interactions." An adverse
system interaction satisfies the above definition'but 'also has one or
more of the following undesirable results:'

1. degradation of redundant portions of a safety system, including con-
sideration of all auxiliary support functions (redundant portions are
those considered to be independent in the design and analysis of the
plant);

2. degradation of a safety system by a nonsafety system';
3. initiation of an "accident" (e.g., LOCA, MS 'LB) and (a) the degrada-

tion of at l~east one redundant portion of any one of the safety
systems required to mitigate the event; or' (b),the degradation of
critical operator information, sufficient to cause him to perform
.unanalyzed, unassu med, or incorrect action;

4. initiation of a "transient" (including reactor trip)'., and (a) the
degradation of at lteast one redundant portion of any one of the safet'y
systems required to mitigate the event; or' (b) the degradation of
critical operator information sufficient to cause him to perform an
unanalyzed, unassumed,'or incorrect action;

5. initiation of an event that (.a) requires actions by the plant opera-
tors in areas outside the control room and (b) disrupts the access
to these areas.

The A§1 events are divided into three classes.

1. Functionally coupled: Those ASI events that result from sharing of
.common' systems or components; or physical connections between systems
including electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, or mechanical 'connections.

2. Spatially coupled: Those ASI events-'that result from sharing of
common structures, locations, or spatial ties such as HVAC and drain
systems.

3. Induced-human-intervention coupled: Those ASI events where (a) a
plant malfunction (such as failed indication) inappropriately induces
an operator action or (b).a plant malfunction requires an operator
action, and inhibits the operator's ability to respond. (Induced-
human-intervention coupled ASI events exclude random human errors and
acts of sabotage.)
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1.4'. Organization- of Text

Chapter 2 contains a summary, of the results of thi s project. Sources

of event information and the process used in examining 'events are de--ý

scribed in Chap. 3. In Chap. 4, the events chosen as adverse system

interaction events are reviewed.

Appendix A list's the sou Irces ofý events used by :the project and gives

an evaluation of each source. Event attributes are::defined in Appendix 
B.,

In Appendix~ C, events chosen 'as adverse 
-System interaction eventslare

listed. Appendix D~contains a..list of references,,for. 
the events in',Ap-,

ýpendii C.
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2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND RECOMM~ENDATIONS

2.1 Summary of Results

The project surveyed and assessed relevant sources of operating
event information and developed screening-methods and criteria to. identify
system interaction events (as defined in theTask Action' Plan for USI
A-17).' Over 4000 events were-initially sicreened; of these, 235 events
were selected as adverse system interaction eve'ntsi, Data.were collected
*for each e'vent'-for further analysis. 'A review of the characteristics of-
the ASI events revealed the following:

1.- Sixty percent of. the 235 events were reported'-as potential problems
rather than actual operating experience events.

2., Over half (57%) of the ASI events involved function .al depende'ncies.'
*Most of these were between systems that normally interact with one
another. 'However, the events con'sidered ASIs in this study represent
*unanticipated'dependencies for these systems.

3. Over half of the spatial events (41% of the t~otal ASI events) were
*caused 'by harsh environmental conditions .(high humidity, high tern-
perature', And floodinig'). These include both actual and potential
events.

4. The number of ASI events reported per year (both actual and potential)
peaked in 1980. This is most likely a result of' post-TMI modifica-
tions, requirement changes, and increased design reviews.

5. ' Onie-third'.of the ASI events involved degradation of safety-related
equipment by non-safety-related equipment.

These observations provide general information about the types of
adverse system 'interactions identified by this project.. The 235 events
do not represent all ASI events that have occurred but are-the product
of a systematic examination of operating experience. As such, the' trends
above,'are useful in evaluating system. interaction problems.

.,As part of the data~evaluation effort, the project staff also com-
pared the 235,.ASI events for commonalities. This allowed grouping of'.
the events into'23 categories (Table 2.1). The number of events in each
category is .giVen in the table;. no event was pla'ced in more-than one
category. Each category contains events that-share a predominant trait.'

Evaluating the safety significance' of each 'category .of events, or
of individual events, was not included in I the scope of this project. H-ow-
.ever, 'future'work will address qualitative and quantitative assessments.
.of the safety significance of each of the categories.

Each cat'egory represents sources of intersystem dependencies that
have degraded the level of redundancy required for safety systems.

Certain categories (categories 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, and 17) represent
generic problems because they involv e specific design problems that were
*reported for a number of plants. Also, some of the categories parallel
areas of concern identified in certain unresolved safety issues and
generic issues. Section 4.2 discusses each category in detail.
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Table 2.1. Event categories

Category Number
No. Title of,

events

I Adverse interactions between normal or off site power 34
systems and emergency power systems

2 Degradation of safety-related systems by vapor or gas 15
intrus ion

3 Degradation of safety-related components by fire pro- 10
tection systems

4 Plant drain systems that allow flooding of safety- 8
related equipment

5 Loss of charging pumps due to volume'control tank level 6
instrumentation failures

6 Inadvertent ECCS/RRR pump suction transfer4

7 JiPSI/charging pumps that overheat on low flow during. 6

safety -injection

8 Level instrumentation degraded by high energy line- 21
break (hELB) conditions

9 Loss of~containment int~egrity. due to LOCA conditions 10
during purge operations

10 HELB conditions degrading control systems 3

11 Auxiliary -feedwater pump runout under steam line .2
break conditions

12 Water hammer events 4

13 Common support systems or cross-connects 18

14 Instrument power failures affecting safety systems 5

15. Inadequate cable separation8

16 Safety-related cables unprotected from missiles 3
generated from-HVAC fans

.17 Suppression pool swell -3

.18 Scram discharge volume degradation 2

19 .Induced human interactions 4

20 Functional dependencies due to failures during seismic 5
*events

21 Spatial dependencies due to failures during seismic 13
events

22 Other functional dependencies 21

23 Other spatial dependencies .30
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2.2 Recommendations

The project recommends that the categories'identified here be used
for two purposes:

1. evaluation of the safety significance of system interactions that
have been reported, and

2. examination of system interaction analysis methods to determine their
effectiveness.

Evaluating the safety significance of the categories should focus
on the potential for the problems to continue to occur. It was recog-
nized that in many inst .ances, both the affected plant and the other li-*
censee plants have already made design changes. In general, . these changes
were initiated byn individual licensee programs, industry working group
actions, or NRC licensing actions. The project collected information
about such activities (primarily NRC document~s) pertaining to each ca .te-
gory. This information is. presented in Sect. 4.2 where each category is
discussed. Assessinhg the corrective actions in response to these activi-
ties is a major part of evaluating the safety-impact of each category.

Phase 11 of this project will address the second recommendation.
The categories of, events provided by Phase I of this work will be used
in evaluating system interaction analys is methods. Each method will be
examined to determine if its approach (scope, level of detail, assump-
tions, etc.) is *consistent with identifying the types of system interac-
tions found in operating experience. The project staff recognizes, how-
ever, that focusing on events that have occurred., or have been postulated
to occur, may not adequately address all types of system interactions.
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3. EVENT SELECTION

3.1. Data Source Evaluation

Numerous sources of operating experience data exist, including indi-
vidual event reports sent to' the NRC, component failure data collected by
*other agencies, topical reports, etc. To begin 'the process of 'selecting
events, the' project staff.fexamined several data biases and reviewed a
number of documents that contained operating experience data. Specificý
sources examined were: '(1)'ioperating experience data'bases, ,(2) system
interaction methodology reiport~s,ý(3) system interaction application
reports,, and' (4) other reports 'des~cribing significant operating events'.
.Some of..these' documents did not contain specific-operating experience,
data; however, their system interaction definitions, screening criteria,
and lessons, learned-,were helpful..,

Each,'source was evaluated on its accessibility, completeness, type.
of data contained, and us~efulness of *the data.ý After evaluating these

*da~ta sources, the following were selected:

1. Licensee Event Report (LER) file;
2. Sequence'Coding' and Search System (SCSS) file;.

.3. Foreign'.Event-File (FEF);
14. ,Construction.Evenc Report (CER),file;
5. bulletins, notices, and circulars .issued by the N.RC. Office of.

Inspection and, Enforcement (it);
6. analysis reports on special operating events 'performed by the

NRC Office for' Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD);
'7.' other report's ,providing reviews of significant operating events;,and
8. NRC reports'-to Congress on abnormal occurrences (NUREG--;0090 series).'

A summary description of the sources is given-'below. A detailed assess-
ment of each sour'ce :is given in Appendix A.

3.1.1''Operating experience data bases

A number of data bases contain nuclear power plant operating exper-
ience information. 'The project' examined six such data. bases:

1. the Licensee Event Report (LER) file,'which contains abstracts. of all
LERs for U.S. nuclear power plants;

3

2. the Sequence Coding and Search System (SCSS) file, which also con-
tains LER data but with much'mnore'detail for events from January 1981
to date';4

'3. the, Foreign Event file, which contains, abstracts of -selected events
from foreign nuclear power plants that are considered proprietary;5 ,

4. the Construction' Event Report (CER) file, which contains construction
deficiency re~ports filed by nuclear power 'plants that do' not have
operating licenses;

6
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5.' the Nuclearý Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS), which -contains
component failure data supplied by utilities with operat~ing nuclear
power plants,;7 and

6.. the Inpiant Reliability Data System (TPRDS), which contains mainte-
nan~ce and repair data. f or specific equipment from six selected nuclear
power plants.B

Of these six operating experience data bases,-the LER, SCSS, and GER
files were used as 'so urces of operating, events. The LER and SCSS filies
were chosen. be~cause they contain the most detailed event des~criptions and
cover the largest number *of events. The CER file was .chosen because 'it
contains construction deficiency reports. Using these three files, data
for plants in both the construction and operation phases were collected.
Because the foreign event file is proprietary and' none of the data can
be released (without the consent of the NRC 'Office of International Pro-
grams'), it was of limited use. However, a review of its'-significant
events helped focus the search effort for similar events in domestic ex-
perience. These four data bases were readily accessible to the project
staff.- The NPkDS and IPRIJS files were not utilized because they did not
provi-de the information necessary for this project (i.e.,.plant name,
event date, system information, etc.).

Sections A.1 through A.S5 in Appendix A contain a detailed assessment
of each of these" data bases-.

3.1.2 System interaction methodology reports

Several reports written in the past 10 years have proposed and. re-
viewed methods for analyzing sys'tems to. identify. system interactions.
Evaluation of. these reports found that the methods were directed toward
analy~sis-of plant systems in conjunction with a detailed systems analysis,
.such as probabilistic risk assessment. Thus, they' are not easily adapted
for the analysis of event data. However, these-reports provided excel-
lent background material and were helpful guides during the development
of screening criteria. for events. Section A.6 in Appendix A lists the
methodology' reports that were evaluated and provides remarks regarding
each.

3.1.3 System interaction analysis application reports-and
related material,

The project staff reviewed A number of reports documenting system
interaction analyses performed on commercial nuclear power plants. The
staff also reviewed letters and related documents issued by the ACRS per-
taining to the system interaction issue. System interaction has been a
major concern of the ACRS. These reports, letters, and related documents
provided some event data' but were of more use during the development of
screening criteria for event selection. Section A.7 in Appendix A lists
the material reviewed.
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3.1.4 "-Reports describing significant events:.

Several sources of information on significant events were examined.
Although these sources are not specifically concerned with system inter-
actions, some of the documenite 'd events'wefe considered significant to
this effort because, in. many cases, they involved intersystem dependen-
cies.. The sources that the project found useful included (1) NRC Office
of 'Inspection and Enforcment bulletins, circulars,, and' information
notices; (2) AEOD case studies and engineering evaluations of significant
events; (3) reports evaluating selected events, published by the ORNL
NSIC; and (4) reports to Congress on abnormal occurrences (NIJREG-O090
series). Sections A.8 through A.13 in Appendix A 'provide~more information
about each of the'significant event sources evaluated.

3.2. -Selection of Events

Of the data sources selected, the LER file was.,the largest and most
extensive source of operating experience data (data are available from
1969 through the present). Therefore, it provided the bulk of the data
selected for, this project. This file contains abstracts for each LER
(and any subsequent updates) sent to the NRC by the utilities. The pri-
mary method for selecting data from this file is through "keyword"
searches. Keywords are predefined attributes that are assigned to each
LER when it is added to' the LER file. The time period'for the 'searc hes
was restricted to events prior to January 1., 1984. Because all 1984 LERs
were not yet available during the project, it was decided to defer ex-,
amination of the 1984 events until a later phase of the project.

Screening efforts'-for identifying events focused primarily on events
that involved common-cause failures, reactor transients, safety injec-
tions, and other 'complex events. All events identified as potentially
significant by previous st udies of operating event data were 'reviewed;
for example, All events reviewed in the Accident Sequence Precursor Pro-
gram were assessed from a system interaction standpoint . By focusing
the screening efforts in' these areas, there was a grea ,ter 'chance of
finding system interaction events that involved safety-related systems.
Table 3.1 summarizes the specific searches and the number of events se-
lected by each. The strategies for the searches were structured so that
events selected by a specific search would not appear in any other search
and would prevent duplicate review efforts.

In addition to.the LER file, the SCSS and CER data bases were also
searched. The SCSS file contains LER data from 1981 to the present.
Because all LERs 'contained in the SCSS file are also conta ined in the LER
file, only events designated as "significant" or. "complex" in SCSS (a
total of 231 events) were selected for review. The CER file contains
construction deficiency report's. A total of 254"'data records (the entire
file that was available at. the time) were reviewed.

In addition to the data sources addressing individual events, the
project reviewed each of the reports describing significant events (Sect.
3.1.4). If an IE bulletin, TE information notice, IE circular, AEOD
report, NSIC report, or Abnormal Occurrence report described a system
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Table 3.1.. Searches conducted on LER abstract,
file using keywords

Subjet deinedNumber of
Sbjec de fineds abstracts

by kewordsreviewed

Common-mode failures 287

Events involving failures of 288
redundant equipment

Events evaluated in the Accident 938
Sequence Precursor Programa

Events involving accidents (loss 828
of cooling accidents, control
rod ejection accidents, and
other design basis accidents)

Transients 675

External events (fire, flood, 813
severe weather, earthquake,.
and explosions)

Other potentially significant 121
events from previous NSIC
studies

Additional events from supplemental 500
- searching after initial category

identification

Thsincludes the ASP events from 1969

through 1981.

interaction event, the project staff added the event to the file for
further evaluation. Multiple sources for an event were collected to
.provide additional information.

In total, the project staff initially reviewed more than 4000 events
from the sources discussed above. From these events, '-400 events were
selected for' detailed review. The detailed review (described in Sect.
3.3) reduced this group to 204 events considered ASI events. To provide
a more thorough search for ASI events, the project used the characteris-
tics of the 204 events as a guide in searching the data bases a second
t ime. This effort netted another 500 events for detailed review. The
detailed review resulted in identification of an additional 31 ASI events,
for a total of 235 events.
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3.3 Screening and Processing of Events

After searching the data sources and identifying possible system
interactions, the project staff then thoroughly reviewed the events to
identify system interaction events. -The following criteria were used:

1. Did the event involve, or have the potential to involve, a safety
s ystern?

2. Did the event involve combinations (two or more) of systems,
trains, components, or, structures?

3. Did a propagation of actions or inactions occur?
4. Were any of the interactions or dependencies that occurred unan-

ticipated in that the plant design or plant procedures did *not com-
pensate f or them?

Those events that satisfied all of the ahove criteria were deemed
ASI events if they caused an undesirable result to occur. (Definitions
of types of undesirable results are given in Sect. 1.3).

Events selected as adverse system interactions were closely reviewed
and information for further analysis was collected. The data collected
for each event included:

1 . plant name;,
2.date of occurrence;

3. unit's operating mode at the. time of.-the event, if applicable;
* 4. how.the event was discovered.;
5. whether the event was an actual occurrence or a postulated occur-ý

rence,
6..a description of the initiating event including the system and com-

ponent involved;
7. a description of how the'initiating event propagated to affect other.

systems;

8. a description of the unan ticipated system dependencies including the
systems and components between which de~pendencies existed;

9. a description of the undesirable result caused by the system inter-
dependencies and identification of the safety-related systems and
components affected;

10. the plant building. in which the event occurred.(for spatial system
interaction events only);

11. corrective action; and
12. references to all documents that describe the event.

Appendix B contains an example event and a further description of each

data item.
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4. REVIEW OF EVENTS

The review and screening of operating experience data identified a
total of *235 events as adverse system interaction events. The task of
evaluating these events was divided into two parts:

1. study of the events with identification of trends or significant char-
* acteristics; and.

2. grouping of the events (by similarities) into categories' with identi-
* fication of areas of potential concern (with regard to their impact
* on safety system operability).

The results of the. event, evalluations (1) provide insights into system
interactions and (2) ident ify areas of potential concern-for future
study. Both results will aid efforts to-resolve USI A-17.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics of Event: Attributes

The first task in evaluating-the ASI events was to generate statis-
tics for several of the event attributes (Sect. 3.3 describes the event
attributes,).- These* statistics provided insights for identifying possible
trends. The'event attributes of interest were

1I. type of ASI event (i.e., functional, spatial, or in duced human);
2. method of discovery;
3. plant operating mode at the time of the event occurrence;
4. result of the event;
5.. type of corrective action;
*6. 'number of eve nts by NSSS vendor; and
7. number of events by year-of occurrence.

The review and screening of operating experience data identified a
total> of. 235 adverse system interaction events. Of thes'e, .95 were actual
events - that is,.-an initiating event actually. occurred and propagated
through an unidentified dependency to Adversely affect onfe or more safety-
related systems. The remaining 140 events were. potential events where a
dependency existed but no initiating Ievent occurred. *.These events are
called "potential events"'in this report. Although the number of poten-
tial events is greater than .the number of actual events, this may be
inflated because the group of potential events includes generic events.
Generic events in this project apply to multiple plan~ts .because of a
common vendor or design feature. .When a. generic event was Identified as
an adverse system interaction event, an event description was included
for each pla nt affected. For example, Westinghouse ideittified the poten-
tial for air binding and damage to the centrifugal charging..pumps as a
result of level instrument failures for the volume control tank. Five
plants reported this potential problem, and an event description for each
was included in the list of ASI events.

.A system interaction event (as defined in Sect. 1.3) .can have one
of three types of dependencies: functional, spatial, or'induced human.
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Each of the 2135 ASI events was classified as one of these three types.
The number of event .s of each type are functional dependency - 135, spa-
tial dependency - 96, and induced human dependency - 4. A majority of
the events (57%) were the result of functional dependencies. For most
of these events, the functional dependency occurred between systems that.
normally interact with one another (e.g., a process system and a compres-
sed gas 'system). However, under certain conditions these "interactions"
are not desired. For example, nitrogen may be used as a cover gas for
the pressurizer when the pressurizer is drained (plant is in cold shut-.
down or refueling mode). Nitrogen is also used as a* cover gas for other
equipment such as the safety injection accumulators. During shutdown
conditions, the interaction between the pressurizer and the nitrogen 'sys-
.tem is desired, but during startup or power operations this interaction
can lead to several failures: loss of reactor coolant through the nitro-
gen system or pressurization and possible rupture of equipment served by
the nitrogen system.. (This example is event,106 in Appendix C.)

About 41% (96) of the ASI events were the result of spatial depen-
dencies. A closer look at the dependencies revealed the following spe-
cific types of'spatial dependencies:

Water spray or flooding degrading 27 events
safety-related equipment

Harsh environmental conditions 33 events
(high-temperature and humidity)
degrading safety-related equipment

Toppling or falling equipment or structures 15 events
degrading. safety-related equipment
(due to seismic or other causes)

-Inadequate cable separation .8 events

Miscellaneous causes (fire, electro- 13 events
magnetic interference, missiles, etc.),
degrading safety-related equipment

Over half the events involving spatial'dependencies were caused by harsh
environment conditions. Generally,, safety-related equipment is-qualified
for conditions expected during normal operation and design basis acci-
dents.

Only four ASI events were found involving induced human dependen-
.cies. As discussed previously, this does not include random human errors.
Although infrequently reported, induced human errors can have severe con-
sequences - the Three Mile Island 2 accident involved an induced human
dependency. Induced human ASIs involve operator errors or failures that
are caused by system dependencies. these type of -errors are more prob-
able (because ýof high stress levels) and may have more serious conse-
quences during severe, transients or accidents.. Because operating ex-
perilence data bases contain very little data from -such situations, this
experience review is not an adequate indication of the potential or lack
of potential for such problems.
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Another event attribute of interest is how the events were dis-
covered. Table 4.1 lists the method of discovery for both actual and
pot .ential ASI events. Almost all of the actual events were discovered
thr Iough operational abnormalities (i.e., failures occurring during plant
power operat -io .ns).. Few were-discovered through. test or maintenance
activities.. As expected, the potential events were discovered through
either design verification studies or vendor studies (vendor notifica-
tion).

Another attribute of interest is the plant operating mode. (This
attribute was collected only for actual events.). Almost half of the 95
actual events occurred during steady state conditions (when the plant is
producing power at any stable, nonzero load). Table 4.2 lists the number
of events for each operating mode.

Each event classified as an adverse system interaction event has one
or more types of 'undesirable results (Table 4.3) (the definition of an
adverse system interaction event is included in Sect. 1.3).. Analysis of
the event~attribute for. type of undesirable results provides some inter-
esting information (Table 4.4). (Note that an event may have more than
one'type of undesirable result.) Of the 235 ASI events, 77 .(or 33%) in-
cluded a type 2 undesirable result - degradation of safety-related equip'-
ment by non-safety-re lated equipment. When only the actual events are
considered, about 50% have a type 2 undesirable result. These facts sug-
gest that further study of the protection of safety-related equipment be
considered.

.Statistics for undesirable result type 1 - degradation of redundant
portions of safety-related systems - show that 149 events (or 63%) of
the total number of ASI events have this result type. Considering only
the potential, events, 79% have this undesirabl -e result type. The majority
of these events involved either a common- dependency, a single failure,
or a shared design problem for redundant equipment.

A review of the corrective actions taken by the plant shows that a
design change was the most'frequent corrective action (54% or 128 of the
235 ASI events). Administrative/procedure changes were the second most
frequent corrective action (20% or 48 events). Table'4.5 lists the cor-
rect~ive actions.

A count of events by NSSS vendor shows that on the average each
plant, regardless of NSSS vendor, had about three ASI events (this in-
clude's only plants that' reported one or more ASI events and excludes
General Atomic). Table 4.6 gives the number of plants and events by NSSS
vendor.. This does not imply, that the systems where the ASI occured were
necessarily supplied by' the NSSS vendor. That information was not col-
lected by the project staff.

The final statistic generated for the event attributes is the number
of events-'grouped by year of occurrence or report date for potential
events (Fig. 4.1). This statistic shows that the number of ASI events
per year has been increasing steadily but peaked in 1980. The steady
increase in actual events (shaded areas) is most likely a result of the
increase in the number of plants on-line and reflects changes in the num-
ber of reports each year and changes In the reporting requirements. A
search of the NSIC file on the RECON data base revealed only 238 abnormal
Ioccurrence reports (predecessor' to LEks) were reported in 1969. By 1975,
the number of reports had increased to 2516, and in 1980, the number rose
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Table 4il. Method of discovery

Number of ASI events

Method, of discovery
ýActual Potential Total

Design verification 1 40 41

Installation 2 2

Maintenance 2 3 5

NRC notification 2 2

Operational abnormality 79 2 .81,

Routine testing 9 6 15

Special testing .1 10 ill

Review of test results. 4 4,

Vendor'notification' 57ý 57

Other 2 2

Unknown 2 13 15

Table 4.2. Mode
for actual

of operation
events

Number, of

operating mode ASI
events

Cold shutdown 17
Construction 2
Hot shutd~own .4
Initial plant startupl- 4
Load change.1

.Refueling 4
Routine shutdown 7
Routine startup 4
Steady state operation 46
Other1
Unknown4
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Table 4.3. Result types

Type Descriptiona

0 Insignificant degradation of a safety-related system

I Degradation of redundant-po rtions of a safety-related system, in-.
cluding consideration- of all auxiliary support functions. Redun-

datportions are those considered to be independent in the de-
sign and analysis of the plant. This also includes redundant

* portions of two safety-related systems that can perform the same
safety function*

2 Degradation of a safety7-related system by a non-safety-related
system

3 Initiation of an,"accident" (e.g., LOCA, MSLB) and (a) the degra-
dation of at least. one redundant portion of any one of the
safety-related-systems required to mitigate that event; or'
(b) degradation of critical operator information sufficient to
cause him to perform unanalyzed, unassumed, or incorrect action

4 Initiation of a "transient" (including reactor trip), and (a) the
degradation of at leýast one redundant portion of any one of the
safety-related systems required to mitigate the event; or'

* (b) degradation, of cr~itical~operator information sufficient to
cause him to perform unanalyzed, unassumed, or incorrect action

5 Initiation 6f an event that (a) requires actions by the plant op-
erators',in. areas outside the control room area and (b) disrupts
the' access .to these areasý

aNote that in ,some cases, combinations of undesirable results
occurred. For example, failure of a non-safety-related system that
caused a transient and degraded a safety sys'tem would be a type 2
result And type, 4 event (recorded -as 2,4).

to 3837. The number of LERs written by plants has risen steadily over
the years - in 1983 the total was 5657 reports.

The sharp* increase and peaking of potential events up to 1980 iss
most likely a result of increased design reviews and regulatory require-
ment changes in the years immediately following the Three Mile Island 2
accident. This obse rvation i's 'supported by thie fact that most potential
events, were discovered by design verifications or vendo~r notification
(see Table 4.1).
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Table 4.4. Undesirable result
for ASI events

Number of ASI events
.Undersirable
result typea Actual Potential ..Total

0 4 3 7
1 14 38 52
2 24 15 39
3 5 3 8
4 18 4 22
5 11.
1, 2 19 8 27
1, 3 1 56 57
1, 4 4 7 *. 1
2,,3 11
2, 4 3 4 7
1, 2, 3 2 2
2, 4, 5 1

a Defined in Table 4.3.

Table 4.'5. Corrective action taken

Number of ASI events
Corrective

action Total Actu Ial Potenti ,al

Design change 128 4583
Administrative 48 14 34
change

Repair 18 13 5
Other 41 22 1

Table 4.6. Plants by NSSS vendor

NSSS vendor
Number of Total number
plants of ASI events

Babcock and Wilcox 13 30

Combustion Engineering 11 35

General Atomic 1 1

General Electric 23 64

Westinghouse 31 105
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Fig. 4.1. Number of system interaction events by year.

.4.2 Categories of System Interaction Events

As part of the data evaluation effort, *the 235 ASI events were
compared for commonalities. This allowed grouping of the events into 23
categories.' (The number of events in each category varied. No event
was ' placed in more than one category.) Each category contains events
that share a predominant trait; for example, category 2 contains events
where safety-related equipment was degraded by -vapor or gas intrusion.
Some of the categories parallel areas of concern identified in certain
unresolved safety issues and Cls.1 ,2 Others have been previously iden-
tified in AEOD reports and IE bulletins and notices; still others have
received relatively little attention. Table 4.7 lists the categories
and gives the subject and. number of events for each.

Sections 4.2.1 through 4.2.23-discuss each category in greater de-
tail. Specific details for each category Include a general scenario of
the events, the systems involved, and industry and regulatory responses.
In this report, each of the 235 ASI events has been given a unique "event
number." This event nuimber refers to a more detailed description of the
event, given in Appendix C.
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Tabler 4.7. ,Event .categories

Number
Category Title .of

No. .events

1 Adverse interactions between normal or off site power. 34

systems and emergency power systems

2 Degradation of safety-related systems by vapor or 15

gas intrusion

3 Degradation of safety-related components by fire 10
protection systems

4 Plant drain systems that allow flooding of safety-8

related-equipment

5 Loss of charging pumps due to volume control tank6
ýlevel, instrumentation failures

6ý Inadvertent ECCS/RRR pump suction transfer . 4

7ý '.HPSI/charging pumps that-overheat on low flow: 6
durin~ safety.,injection

8 Level instrumentation degraded by high energy line 21
break (IlELB) conditions

9 -.Loss of containment integrity due to LOCA conditions 10
during purge operations

10 HELB conditions degrading control systems .3

11 Auxiliary-fe~edwater pump runout under steam line 2
break conditions

12 -Water hammer events 4

.13 ýCommon support systems or cross-connects 18

14 Instrument power failures affecting safety systems 5

'15 Inadequate cable, separation 8

16 Safety-related cables unprotected from missiles 3

generated from HVAC fans

17 Suppression pool swell 3

18 Scram discharge volume degradation 2

19. -Induced human inte ractions -4

20: Functional dependencies due to failures during .5
seismic events

21 Spatial dependencies due to failures during seismic 13
events

22 'Other functional dependencies 21

23 Other spatial dependencies 30
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ýEvaluating the safety significance-of each category of events:,. or.
of individual' events, was no It included in the scope of-this project.ý
However, future work will address quantitative, and qualitative assess-
ments of' the safety signifi .cance, of each of the categories.

EAch :category represents sources-of intersystem dependencies that
have degraded the level of redundancy required for safety systems.. How-
ever, some of the categories represent problems that ,have' already been
resolved., Also, from a risk viewpoint, the probleim may not be sig.ni~fi-
cant. Subsequent phases of-'this work will.,rank each category in terms
of safety significance. The-numbering of the categories in this report
is-simply for convenience and does not imply any prioritization.

4.2.1, Category.1-I Adverse interactions bet .ween normal or-
off site power Isystems An'd emergency power systems'

.Thirty-four events were included in category 1 (Table 4.8.).. This
category contains events that involved interactions between the normal
power distribution systems (including of fsi .te I power) and emergency power
systems. An evaluation of events within this category identified four
specific problem areas that-have been'reported on several occasions.
These areas include:

1. load' sequenc-ing/load shedding problems (.11 events),:
2. 'dies'el'generator (DG) failures c aused by specific DG operating modes

(6'events),
'3.. A c breaker failures due to los's of dc power (7 events)., and
4., other' failures: that',pro~pa'gate-from non-safety-related power systems

0 (0 events.).

Load seq~uencing/load shedding.ý Current nuclear power plants use
electrial load'sequencers to controil the order and ti ming of startup of
the large electrical loads 'required during accident conditions. The-
sequencers.''are 'designed 'to control thIese Iloads, to ensure* stable electrical
distribution,.with or without availability of off site power. ,The' signals
.pertinent to load sequencers occur under LOCA, ESFAS, LOSP or safety in-
jection conditions.,

tight potential events were identified where electrical load se-
quencers could fail to0 operate properly. ýSix of the events describe in--
stances where, a sequencer could fail. to start'.up loads. This..occurs
when:. (1) an ESFAS is simultaneous with, or is followed by, a loss of
power (eet 5,5,11,'ad72;()aOCA and loss of power occurs

atra DC has been manually stopped (event .:49); or (3) a DG is supplying
an essential 'bus and backfeeding the, feeder bus, and subsequently a loss
of power occurs (event 51). The remaining two potential events describe'
possible overloading of the D~s caused by: (1) the simultaneous sequenc-
ing of the loads on the buses (event 30) or (2) a loss of power followed
by manual loading of the DG and then, a 'LOGA (event 44).

Closely 'related to load' sequencing is load shedding. During a loss
of power, non-safety-related equipment loads are removed from the buses
so' that the buses 'and the diesel generators' are not overloaded. Poten-
tial load shedding problems can 'occur when all nonessential loads are
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Table 4.9ý Category I1 - Adverse interactions between normal or
.,.offaite power systems and emergency power systems.

Plant Date Event Description
No.

Arkansas Nuclear 2 09/16/78 4 Loss of electric power to both units due to over-
load of common transformer

Arkansas Nuclear 2

Brunswick 1

Brunswick 2

Connecticut Yankee

Connecticut Yankee

09/ 16/ 78 6 Potential loss of ESF equipment following loss of
normal electric power and failure to transfer
loads to diesel generators due to low voltage
conditions

11/08/79 28 Loss of emergency bus due to lockout of DG output
breaker (lockout caused by simultaneous open and
close signals)

09/17/75 30 Potential overload of D~s due to simultaneous se-
quencing of loads on buses (occurs with loss of
power and slow reduction of reactor pressure)

05/08/78 42

01/29/80 44

Potential, overload of D~s due to presence of non-
safety loads (occurs when LUCA with safety in-
jection is coincident with loss of power)

Potential overload of D~s due to presence of non-
safety loads (occurs when loss of power occurs
followed by manual DC loading and then a LUCA)

Davis-Besse 1

Davis-Besse 1

Davis-Besse 1

Davis-Bease 1

Fort St. Vrain.

Hatch 1

12/23/76 49 Potential failure of SPAS sequence to restart
safety syqtem pump (occurs when LOCA and lose of
power occur after DG has been manually stopped)

2/24/77 50 Potential overload of DGs due to SPAS sequencer
failures (occurs when SPAS is manually initiated

-and then a loss of power occurs)

06/07/78 51 Potential failure of SPAS sequencer (occurs when
DC is supplying essential bus and backfeeding a
feeder bus prior to loss of power)

07/09/80 53 Potential overload of D~s due to WSAS sequencer
failures (occurs when ESFAS actuation is coinci-
dent with loss of' power)

05/17/83 71 Potential overload of one DG (occurs when one DG
<,is inoperable and other DG is paralleled to
'offsite power and loss of power occurs)

03/30/78., 77. Potential loss of two D~s (occurs during LOCA
when Dr battery fails followed by loss' 'of power)!

Hatch 1

Hatch 2

Millstone 1

Millstone I

Millstone 2

Millstone 2

Millstone 2

01/29/80 79

03/30/78 83

09/14/79 101>

04/03/81 102

Potential loss of D~s. due to loss of SW (occurs
following loss" of ac' power required to trans-
fer power supply breakers)

Same as event 77, but reported' for 'Unit 2

Potential loss of power to ECC due to loss-of-
normal-power logic errors

Potential loss of normal and emergency power to
safety systems due, to time 'delay relay failure
(breakers do not get recluse signal)

07/05/76 103 ESPAS equipment operability not assured under de-
graded grid voltage

07/21/76 104. ESPAS loads shed from emergency buses due to im-
proper undervoltage relay set points (changed.
due to a previous event)

01/02/81 '105 ''Failure of turbine trip and loss of power to
auxiliary loads due to loss of dc power
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Table 4.8 (continued)

Plant Date Event Description
No.

Millstone 2

North Anna 1

Oyster Creek

Palisades

01/02/81 105 Failure of turbine trip and loss of power to
auxiliary loads due to loss of dc power

11/14/80 117 Potential damage to safety equipment due to out-
of-phase transfer of D~s to buses (occurs when
ESFAS actuation is followed by loss of power)

.09/18/73 125 Failure of two D~s to restart after. lockout (oc-
curs when DG is secured after 'a fast start)

03/12/72 135 Loss of one-half of ESF systems due to failure of
unit protection logic to transfer loads to al-
ternate power source when reactor is manually
scrammed

Quad Cities 1

Rancho Seco

San Onofre 1

San Onofre 1

Sequoyah I

St. Lucie 1

Surry I

-Surry 1

TMI-1.

TMI-J'

Zion 2

Zion 2

06/22/82 152 Loss of required redundancy in electric powei
,sources.

11/01/79 156 Potential inadequacy of onsite power due to de-
- graded grid voltage

09/02/80 171 Potential failure of SFAS sequencer to reload
Safety equipment to buses (occurs when SFAS

* actuation is followed by block and loss of power)

01/16/81 172 Potential loss of power to safety equipment due to
sequencer failure (occurs when an SFAS actuation
is followed by loss of power and oscillation of
SFAS parameters)

12/12/80 182 Potential overload of DG due to sequencer failure
(loads not stripped from bus if DG is running
before loss of power occurs)

11/25/75. 186 Unable to repower bus (following loss of power)
hecause load shed relays required power to
actuate

03/23/79 193 Potential overload of emergency buses following a
LOCA unless loads are manually shed

11/14/80 1.99 Potential damage to D~s due to out-of-phase trans-
fer of D~s to buses (occurs when ESFAS actuation
starts DG prior to loss of power)

01/23/80 209 Potential loss of CCW to safetyv systems due to
overload of an electric power bus (occurs when
opposite train bus fails, SFAS actuates, and
offaite power is available)

01/17/81 210 Potential~damage to D~s due to out-of-phase trans-
fer of D~s to buses (occurs when ESFAS actuation
starts Dr prior to loss of power)

09/19/76 232 Overload caused damage of DG while paralleled to
grid (occurred when loss of dc power caused some
trips but prevented other breaker transfers)

Oq/1Q/76 233 Severe MFW overfeeding caused a safety injection
and relief to containment'(occurred when loss
of dc power prevented certain breaker transfers)
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not stripped from the buses. The potential for. failure to strip loads
that could result 'in overloading and damaging the di~esel generators was
reported-by thr .ee plants (events 42, 182, 'and 193).

Dislgenerator failures due to specific DG operating 'modes. Six
.events in category 1 involved at least a partial failure 'of the emergency
power syst 'em due 'to adverse system interactions involving the diesel gen-
erators. The potential for damage to the diesel generators when offsite.
power was lost wa's identified'by three plants. In each instance,- the
diesel generator could be-damaged if. it was started prior to offsite power
being lost. The damage could result' from,(1) overloading the diesel
generator.(event 71), (2)'performing an out-of-phase transfer (event 199),
or (3) transferring the diesel generator to a bus thatcontains a residual
voltage (event 210).. Event 71 was the subject of IE Notice 84-69, "Opera-
tion of Emergency-Diesel Generators." The' event occurred while the re-
actor was shut down and one of the-two diesel generators was out of ser-
vice for maintenance. As .Ia result of high winds 'and snow,, the of fsite
power system experienced problems. As~ a precautionary measure, the
available diesel generator was started and tied to the associate Id safety
bus t-hat was in parallel with the offsite power sourc .e. Because of an
overload, all offsite *power to the plant was lost, and the ou tput breaker
of the operating diesel generator was tripped. As a result, the plant
was without all a~c power' except for the inverter ac power fed from the
dc power system.

Three events (events 28, 117, and 125) involved design or operation
errors (actual and potential) in which failure to* consider' certain diesel
generator operating modes resulted in adverse interactions'. In event.28,
a degraded voltage condition 'caused the diesel g Ienerator output breaker
to trip. By design, the trip (open) signal was applied to. the breaker
for 2 s by. a time delay relay,. However, once the' breaker opene'd,-the
.nonessential loads were stripped and the breaker immediately received a'
close signal. The resulting simultaneous "open," and "close"_signlals to
the DG output breaker caused a lockout.

In..event 125, power was lost to~the station loads' during an attempt
to transfer power from an auxiliary transformer 'to a startuptransformer.
The diesel- generator started when station power was lost. Station power
was subsequently res 'tored and the 'diesel generator was manually shutdown.
Power was lost a second time; however, the diesel generator was in lock-
out. Because of a design deficiency, the diesel generator locks out when
shut, down after a fast start.,

At North.Anna -1 (event 117), personnel discovered that an out-of-
phase transfer of the diesel generators to. the buse's could occur when a
safety injection actuation was followed 'by a loss of offsite power. The
out-of-phase transfer could damage numerous' safety-related components.
As a result of design errors, no logic existed to prevent the diesel
generators from transferring to the buses before the residual Voltage on
the buses collapsed.

Direct current breaker failures caused by loss of dc power. Seven.
reports (events 77, 79, 83, 105, 186, 232, .and 233) describe the inability
to use'dc' power to trip breakers (open) following the loss of a dc power
source. In event 77 and 83, the 'potential existed for' the failure of a
single battery system to cause redundant diesel generators 'to fail.". This
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could occur because, the battery is 'required to operate-one?,diesel 1genera-_
..tor, and loss of dc power, causes- the. other' LD to.fail because. of ',-over-
loads from equipment that cannot be tripped-off without. dc power.:.In.
:.event:105, loss'-of a dc power-lbus produced-.a reactor scram. However,.
without the dc bus,,'th~e turbine could not be-tripped 'and*.plant loads.
could not', be 'transferred' to an auxiliary power source.

In response to TE Bulletin 79-ý27, oso Nn7Class 1EInsrmn

_ý.ýýtation and Control Power Systems During.Operation,"'personnel discovered
a---design error. at. Hatch 1. Certain-supply br~eakers require6d ac power for
motive force (event' 9' However, .ac power is not available to the
breakers fol1lowing a' loss 'of station power.' .,The breakers were. changed
.to operate on dc power. A:similar~event' occurred at St. Lucie '1 (event..
18,6)' A- bus failed :.to. load f oll'owing a los's' .of 'of f site power. A review
showed that the load shed relay received only. nonessential'.(offsite)
,power.ý Thus, the loso sainpwrdeegized'.the load shed relay
.and prevented load shedding.. (Proper load shedding is 'required'.before'
the bus can be reenergized.)ý

.:Two different system dependencies occurred in a single 'event at Zion 2
ý(events 232 arid,,233)'. 'A loss of dc power 'resulted in a turbine t'trip', but
.the main generator' output breaker.c uld~not open because of the loss~of
dc power. 'Because' the main feedwater pumps tripped' when the generator
output. breaker opened, the pumps continued to run,' resulting in an over-
..feeding transient.. Concurrently,, a diesel generator caught fire as a
,result of an overload caused by the failure of certain'-circuit breakers to
trip without dc power.

All of, the dc breaker events were' reported as LERs, but no TE notices
or bulletins'were. fouind that specifically addressed this'area.

Other' failures that -propagate from non-safety-7related power sys-.
ýtems.. The final concern for this 'category"is events involving the pro-
pagation of failures 'from' non-safety-related" power systems. The variety
of different 'ways that failures can 'propagate in; electrical power systems
is~refleqte~d in this group of diverse failures. They reflect the, comn-
plexity:,of ,the electric power supply and distribution 'systems 'at nuclear
-power plants.

At Millstone 2 (e'vent 103), a low grid voltage degraded several
safety systems, while at the same time Prevenited.a transfer to emergency
pVowerf because 'power was. not totally lost. .."-Two'I mnths 'later at' the same
plant (event.'104),.,the 'undervoltage protection modification made--in re-
sponse to the,,fi~rsIt event caused an inability.,to energize' the ESF buses.,
Based on a review'of these events, the NRC required.'changes in under-
voltage protection.'.

A review, of undervoltage protection design at Rancho Seco revealed
that the' plant undervoltage trip setpoints.c~ould cause a loss of power
to onsite buses (event 156).. Low voltage on the grid would cause t'he
undervoltage protection relays to ope-rate; however, this, would not actuate

the 'loss-6f7-normal--power' logic.
Other failures reported involving normal station' power include: po-

tential failure to' transfer loads to the diesel generator due to low
'voltage conditions (event .6); an error in the lo9ss-of-normal-power logic
(event '101); a relay .error preventing energizing~of the emergency buses
(event 102); failure t Io change transformer; set po .ints to support two' units
at one location (event 4 );i failure to have a manually initiated scram
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transfer. power from the generator to the startup transformer.(event 135);'
potential to overload an el~ectric power bus'-when the opposite train bus
failed (event 209) ;-and logs of redundancy in electric power sources as
a result of LOSP at unit 2 with no diesel generators available at unit 1
(event 152).

The large number of system interactions involving electric power
systems is cause for concern. Because of the diversity of the events,
further effort will be required to determine the extent to which industry
and NRC actions have adequately addressed system interactions - actual
or potential - in this, key area. *The NRC has recognized the safety sig-
nif icance associated with electric power systems and currently has identi-
fied seven unresolved safety issues and five generic-issues concerning
electric power. The unresolved safety issues -are listed below:1'2

1. A-24, "Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related Equipment";
2~. A-25, "Nonsafety Loads on Class IE PowerSources";
3. A-30, "Adequacy of Safety-Related DC Power Supplies";
4. A-35, "Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems";
,5. A-44, "Station Blackout";P

6.B-Si7, "Station Blackout"; and
7. B-70, "Power Grid Frequency Degradation and Effect on Primary -

'Coolant Pumps."'-

The generic issues are listed. below:

1. GI*17, "'Loss of Offsite Power Subsequent to LOCA";
2. GI-26, "Diesel Generator Loading Problems Related to SIS Re~set.

- on Loss of Offsite Power";
3. GI-4.6, "Loss of 125 Volt DC Bus";
4.- GI-47, *"Loss of -0ff-Site Power"; and
5. -GI-55, "Failure of Class TE Safety-Related Switchgear Circuit

- ~Breakers to Close on Demand.'-

4.2.2 Category 2 -Degradation of safety-related systems by-
vapor or gas intrusion

Category 2 contains 15 events that involved the unanticipated failure
of s~afety-related equipment due to vapor or gas intrusion (Table 4.9).
The safety-related equipment was affected in se~veral .ways:-

;1. steam binding of auxiliary feedwater pumps,
2. loss of pump suction head, and
-3. interactions with compressed gas systems.

Steam binding of auxiliary feedwater pumps. Three events -(events 7
163, and 206) involved vapor binding of the auxiliary feedwater (ANW)
pumps~as a result of hot 'water-or steam from the main feedwater system
being Introduced into the ANW system. At Arkansas Nuclear 2, operators
-left an isolation valve open in the -steam generator blowdown system.
This allowed hot water from the main feedwater system to enter-the startup
and blowdown tanks and demineraliiers. -The AFW pumps, which were taking
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Table .4.9. Categor'y 2- Degradation of safety-related systems
by vapor or gas intrusion

Plant Date .Event Description
No.

Arkansas Nuclear

Beaver Valley 1

Beaver Valley 1

Bellefonte 1

2 04/07/80

01/17/.80

04/ 11/80

11/12/82

7. Loss of ANW due to steam binding-
of ANW pumps (hot water from SG
blowdown system flashed)

11 Loss of RHR due to air binding of
RHR pumps

.12 Same as event 11-

18 Potential loss of one makeup
train due to gas binding of
makeup pumps

34 Loss of plant SW due to air bind-
ing of pumps (air entered sys-
t en via air compressor after-
cooler leak)

Calvert Cliffs 1 05/20/80

Calvert Cliffs 1 08/12/80 35 Same as- event 34

.Calvert Cliffs 2 10/17/78 37 Loss of RHR due to air binding of
RHR pumps (air leaked into RHR
from purification system via
cross-connect)

96 Loss of .HPSI/charging due to gas
binding of pumps (hydrogen from
leaking pulsation dampener
entered common suction line)

McGuire 1

Millstone,2

Quad-Cities 1

02/12/82

01/08/81 106 Over-pressurization of ECCS ac-
cumulators by steam intrusion
from pressurizer (via nitrogen
system)

12/30/76 .151 Potential loss of all SW pumps
due to air intrusion (air leaked
into common SW'header via air
system connection to valve)

Robinson 2 06/13/77 159 Loss
air
-via

of two charging pumps due to
binding (air entered system
ruptured valve diaphragm)
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.Table 4.9 (continued)

EventDecpto
Plantý Date No.Dsrit~

Robinson 2 04/19/831 163 Loss of AFW due to steam binding
of AFW pumps (hot feedwater
flashed to steam ijn AN ~pu'mps)

San Onofre 1 07/17/81 173 Waste gas recombiner exploded
when instrument air entered a
recombiner ia the iroe

system

San Onofre ;2 03/14/82 -175 Lo ss of RLIR due to gas bind ing of
RHR pumps (nitrogen leaked into,
RHR -suction line from' purifica-
tion system via cross-connect)'"

Surry 2 11/18/83 2106 'Loss of two ANW pumps due t o
steam binding (hot feedwate~r
backflowed through leaky header
check valves)

suction "from 'bo~th the .condensate tanks and the startup and blow-.down
demine ra-lize'rs,'came vapor bound- as the hot water flashed 'to steam.
.This event prompted the NRC to issue IE Notice' 80-23, "Loss of Suction
.to Emergency Feedwater Pumps,". alerting licensees of the 'potential loss
of suction to' A pumps..

'At'Robin~son .2 and Surry 2 (events "163 and 206, respectively), the

AFW system discharges to the steam generators via the' main feedwater
header. Leaking' check valves 'and isolation valves, which separate the
two syst ems, allowed hot water from the feedwater lines. to seep into the'
ANW pumps. The hot water flashed to vapor,'binding the pumps. "'The event
at Robinson .2 poteth NC to issue IE Notice' 84-06,, Ste~am Binding"

of Auxiliary' Feedwater Pumps,," to alert licensees of this problem. 'A re-
ýcent AEOD case study (.AEOD/C404, "SteamBinding of Auxiliary Feedwater
Pumps") reviewed the problems of backle akage from the main feedwater sys-
tem to the auxiliary fee~dwater system. AEOD recommended that',licensees
monitor the AFW system for backleakage and maintain fluid conditions in
the system below saturation conditions..'

Loss of pump suction 'head. Two reports from one plant (events' 11

and 12) described.the loss of residual 'heat removal'(RHR) flow caused by
air, bindi~ng of the RHR pumps. The events occurred during refueling when'
the reactor coolant system '(RCS)' was at a 1ow water level (only a small,
heat. load was' present.).. At low RCS water level~s (1) sufficient head may
not. be provided or (2) air can he' drawn from the steam generator allowing
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the, pumps - to become air bound. These events can 1ýonly occur. during' re-
fueling (when the' RCS water 'level is, low).

Interactions with compressed gas syst~ems. Ten events (events 18,
34, 35,. -37, 96,. 106, 151, 159, 173', And 175) involved :the loss of. safety-
related equipment because of the intrusion of compressed gases. For ex-
ample, at Calvert Cliffs 1 (event 34 and 35) a tube failure in anl (in-
strument) air compressor aftercooler allowed compressed air to enter one
train of the service water. system. Because of, a common header,- air en-
tered the redundant train and all service water flo9w was lost.

At McGuire.*l (event 96).*..the-reciprocating pump in the chemical and
volume control system (CVCS) had a dampener in -its suction line. As a
re-sult. of instrument failures, the water level in-the dampener became
low, and the- hydrogen cover, gas entered the -pump-Is suction, line. Be ause
of the common suction header, the potential existed for all of the charg-
ing pumps ýto become gas bound.:

At Millstone 2 (event 1.06), personnel left two nitrogen isolation
valves to the pressurizer open (nitrogen was used as a cove: gas while
the pressurizer, was drained).. During plant heatup, steam~-frot the pres-

* surizer entered the nitrogen -system and subsequently overpressurized a
core flooding accumulator (which uses nitrogen as a cover gas).

These three. events are -typical examples of ad-verse interactions be-
tween safety-related systems., and compressed. gas systems. IE Notices

* 81-27, "Flamable Gas.Mix'tures in Waste Gas Decay Tanks in PWR Plants.'.;
82-19, "Loss of High Head Safety Inj~ection, -Emergency Boration and Re-
actor- Coolant:Makeup Capabilit)"; and 83-77, ~Air/Gas Entrainment -Event's
Resulting in System Failures," alerted licensees of possible failures-
of safety-related equipment caused by~gas entrainment. AEOD has per-
formed an engineering evaluation (AEOD/E317,,"Loss of High Pressure In-

- jcton)-on -loss of the high pressure injection system (HPSI) due to
hydrogen-entrainment. -[For some plant designs, the charging. pumps- in
the--CVCS double as HPSI pumps.' Also, hydrogen is used- in the. CVCS -as a.
cover gas for tanks and dampeners. Because of the share d suction heade-r
of the charging/HPSI pumps,'hydrogen entrainment in one train can affect
redundant trains (e.g., event 96).-] -AEOD recommended that at future
plants all .charging/HPSI pumps have separate'suction lines. -Category 5

- -contains similar- even~ts -involving air binding and damage of the charging!
HPSI Pumps.-

4.2.3 Category. 3-Degradation of saf ety-related components
-,by fire protection systems

Category 3 contains ten events'in which automatic actuation 'of the
fire protection systems degraded or could potentially degrade safety-
related equipment (Table -4.10). The safety-related equipment was affected
in-three-ways: (1) water intrusion in electrical components, (2) water
contamination of lube oil or fuel oil systems,,and (3) o--,erpressuriza-
tion o f ,safety-related structures.

-Water intrusion in electrical components. Six events (events 8, 74,
128, 129, 184,. and 218) in this category involved damage (both actual -and,-

potential-) to-electrical- equipment caused by the actuation of sprinklers.
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Table 4. 10. ,Category 3 -. Degradation of safety-related components
by fire protection systems

Plant Date EvNt. Description

Arkansas Nuclear 2' 08/03/83 8 Potential flooding of cable
spreading room by fire sup-
pression system (in auxiliary
building)

Dresden 2

Dresden 3

Ginna

Grand Gulf 1

Oyster Creek

Oyster.Creek

Sequoyah 1

Surry 2

Troj an

12/23/81. 58 Loss of IIPCT due to actuation of
fire suppression system (actua-
tion caused by high room temn-
perature)

11/30/81 60 Same as event 58

11/14/81 74 Wetting of RPS motor-generator
switchgear and CRD power supply
by fire suppression system (in-
advertently actuated)

07/14/82 75 Repeated inadver tent actuation of
EGGS penetration room C02 fire
suppression system blew off
locked door to auxiliary building

09/30/80 128 Loss of core spray system due to
actuation of fire suppression
system causing water damage to
pumps

02/18/82 129 Water damage to RPS and core spray
instruments due to actuation of
fire suppression system

12/01/83 184 Potential loss of control room
HVAC chillers due to electrical
equipment damaged by water spray
from fire suppression system

05/28/81 204 Loss of diesel generator when
water from foam distributor (fire.
protection) entered fuel tank

07/28/81 218. Loss of hydrogen recombiner when
fire suppression system wet con-
trol power transformer
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This included both (1) water impingement directly on the electrical equip-
.ment and (2) flooding of areas containing electrical' equipment due to.
prolonged 'operation of the sprinklers. For example, at Oyster Creek
(ev 'ent 128), a maintenance error inadvertently actuated sprinklers in
plant areas that house the core spray system. The water spray, from 'the
sprinklers disabled the core spray pump motors. The core spray system
was thought to be protected from water intrusion.

Water contamination' of lube oil or fuel' oil systems. Three events
in this category (events 58, 600 and '204) involved degradation of mechani-
cal equipment as a result of water contaminating its lube oil or fuel
oil system. At Dresden 2 and 3 (events 58 and 60, respectively), water
from sprinklers entered the lube oil system for'the high pressure coolant
injection system. At Surry 2 (event 204), water entered several fuel oil
Istorage, tanks (for the diesel generators) through a foam distributor.
The foam distributor was connected to the fire suppression system water,
main.

Overpressurization of safety-related structures. One event in this
category involved the overpres~surization of a safety-related structure
by A fire protection system. At Grand Gulf I (event 75), a ground 'in the
.initiation cJ.:rcuit caused repeated actuation of the carbon dioxide fire
.suppression system, pressurizing a penetration room (for ECCS penetra-
tions.). The. design of the room did not allow adequate- venting of the
excess carbon dioxide, and the pressure buildup blew off the penetration
room* door.
* In 1982, AEOD issued a report (AEOD/E204, "Effects of Fire Protec-

tion System Actuation on Safety-Related Equipment") documenting several
*instances where actuation of fire suppression -systems adversely affected
safety-related equipment. The NRC has also (1) issued TE Notice 83-41,
"Actuation of Fire. Suppression System Causing Inoperability of Safety-
.Related Equipment," to alert licensees of the potential degradation of
safety-related equipment by' fire suppression systems and (2) created
'Generic.Issue 5.7, "Effects of Fire Protection System'Actuation on Safety-
Related Equipment,"l for further study of this problem.

Most of the events in this category were initiated by inadvertent
actu'ation of the fire protection system. Several' were caused by the use
of high temperature or high-humidity detectors in fire detection roles.
Because rooms containing safety-related mechanical equipment.would most
likely be the~hottest during an accident, this application of sensors
should-.be examined.

4.2.4 Category 4 - Plant' dr ain systems, allow flooding of
safety-related equipment

Category 4 contains eight events in which safety-related equipment
was degraded or could be degraded because of inadequate plant drains.
.(Table 4.11').:' For these events, the plant drains were inadequate in one
of two ways: (1) drains were 'not isolatable, or (2) drains were inade-
quately sized.

Drain~s were not isolatable. Six events '(events 36, 38, 85, 148, 164,
and 219) in this category involved degradation of safety--related equip-
ment caused by water or steam backf lowing through plant drains. For
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Table 4A. 11. 1 'Category 4 - Plant drain systems allow flooding.
of safety-related equipment

Plant Date EntDescription'No.

Calvert Cliffs1

Calvert Cliffs 2

Calvert Cliffs.2

Hatch 1

North Anna 2-

1.1/05/81

11/ 05/8 1

10/19/83

36 Potential loss of .SW due to flood-
* ing of pumps (from main, condenser

leak) via unisolatable drains

38 Same as event .36

40 Control rod dropped when water
.(from toi let) dripped on CR

* cabinet shorting equipment

08/25/82 .85 Loss of RCIC and electrical equip-
ment -due to high,:ambient tempera-
ture when steam (from. .SDV leak)
traveled through drains

07/03/81, 120 Spread of oil from transformer
fire when deluge water over-
flowed pit (drains too small)

Prairie Island 2

Salem 1

Turkey Point 3

08/30/75 '148' Potential loss of both RIIR train-s
due to water inleakage from re--
duindant RHR pit or containme nt
spray pit'

02/06/75, 164 Damage to vital bus and two 4,-ky',
breakers when water flowed (via
construction blockout) into
auxiliary building

11/17/72 219 Flooding of 4160-V'switchgea~r
rooms when water from yard
catch basin backflowed through
floor drains

example, at Hatch 1 (event 85),' a valve- on the scram discharge-voluime'
leaked. The floor drains collected the hot water and steam flow from the
leak. Because of the lack of check valves. in the floor drain system,
hot water and steam backflowed'into other areas of the'reactor building
incl uding the room housing the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
sys'tem. This.-resulted~in high ambient temperAtures. and atc.tuation of the
fire,-protecti-on syst~em. The ambient temperatures were also ab~ove the
limits for electrical equipment located hi the' area.
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,.,,'Drains were inadequately. sized. ýTwo events (events 40 andý 12.0) in
this category. involved degradation of safety-rýY~eated equipment as a re-
sult of flooding. (the drAin could not adequately handle -flows). For
-example, at North Anna 2, the B-phase. main tr~ansf ormer; caught f ire;"And
later ruptured,*'spilling oil into 'the surrounding pit. The.s'prinklers
actuated automatically to control the fire. ýBecause the floor, drain in
the pit was too -small .to accommodate-water flow from thie sprinklers, -the
.pit overflowed., The flaming 'oil spilled into the* surrounding areas and
,hampered* fire*.*fighting efforts.-

The Calvert Cliffs 1 and 2 events (events 36 and.38) prom pted AEOD
*to-evaluate the-generic implications, of backf low floodin~gof safety--
related equipment .through drain lines. AEOD concluded (in report AE0'D/,
E304:, "Inves~tigation of Backf low Protection in Common Equipment. and Floor
*Drain SysteI ms ,to Prevent Flooding of Vital Eq uipment in Safety-Related
Components") that ha~ckf low flooding protection had not been. adequately
address~ed. ,The. NRC Iissued IE Circular .78-06, "Potential Comm on *~de
:Flooding of.EGGS Equipment Rooms in.BWRs," and TE Notice 8.3-44, "Poten'-
tial. Damage to. Reduindant Safety Equipment from Backflow Through-Equipment
and, Floor Drain System," to alert licensees of this problem. The. NRC
also created Generic:-Issue 77, "Flooding of Safety-Related Equipment
Compartments by Back-flow Through Floor Drains," for fur ther study of
this problem.1l This issue has a high-priority rank.

4..2.5 .Category 5 -Lo~ss of charging.pumps due to volume control
.tank. level instrumentation failures

Six events were classified as category 5 (Table 4.12) Five of the
events (events 16,,66,.118,'168, 'and 200) involved the loss of charging!
makeup. pumps (while in the makeup mode) because of 'interactions with~the
volume control tank (VCT) level instrumentation. For some PWR designs,
the pumps that provide charging or makeup to the RCS~also serve as high.
pressure safety injection (HPSI) pumps.. This pro~blem is generic to cer-
tain plants of.Westinghouseldesign.' The postulated event sequence is as
follows:

1. A single level transmitter on the VCT fails, giving a false
*high" level reading.

2. This false signal causes the control system to stop letdown
flow to the tank.

3. The operating charging pumps eventually drain the VCT and fail
due to a loss of-suction.

4. When an operating charging pump fails or trips off, a standby pump
starts.

5'. The standby pump will also fail on loss of suction because the
level control circuitry will' prevent switchover to the alternate''

water source - the refueling water storage tank.

The vendor identified this potential interaction In 1981. The five
utilities that, had a potential for this problem made pro~cedural changes
;.to outlineý corrective actions should it occur.
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..,Table. 4.12.- Category 5 - Loss of.. charging pumps due. to volume
control tank level instrumentation, failures

Plant Date EetDescriptionNo.

Beaver Valley 1 05/21/81 16 Potential loss of all HPSI/
charging-pumps due to loss of

suction (VCT is pumped dry)

ýFarley 1 05/22/81 66 Same as event 16

North Anna .1 05/22/81 118 Same as event 16

Salem 1 05/21/81 168 Same a's event 16.

St,. Lucie-1 10/23/82 189 Loss of all -charging pumps
(became vapor bound) due to
loss of suction (VCT was
pumped dry)

Surry 1 05/22/81 200 Same as event 16

In 1982,. St. Lucie (event 189) lost all charging pump s because of

gas binding when an empty reference leg caused a VCT level instrument to
fail. The NRC performed two engineering evaluations addressing the prob-
lem. (AEOD reports.E314, "Loss of All 3 Charging Pumps Due -to Empty Common
Reference Leg in the Liquid Level Tranducers for the Volume Control Tank,"
.and E317, "Loss of High Pressure Injection") and issued IE Notice 83-77,
"Air/Gas Entrainment.Events Resulting in System Failures." Category 2
contains some'similar events involving gas binding of the charging pumps
(at plants not of Westinghouse design).

4..2.6 Category 6 -Inadvertent ECCS/RHR pump suction transfer

The emergency core cooling systems for PWRs are designed to operate'
in two phases:

1. Injection phase - the EGGS pumps take suction from the borated/
refueling water storage tank (RWST) and inject it into the RCS for
initial c *ooling, and

2. recircul *ation phase - the ECCS pumps take suction (via the RHR) from
the containment sump and inject it into the RCS for long-term cooling.

For these s .ystems to change from injection phase to recirculation phase,
certain valves must switch positions., Several of the NSSS vendors pro-~
.vide automatic switching logic in the engineered safety features actuation
system (ESFAS). Category 6 involves the inadvertent (automatic) transfer
of EGGIS pump suction. to the containment sump.
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Four events were identified -(Table 4.13) in which various failures
initiated an inappropriate (and undesired) recirculation actuation. signal
(RAS) by the ESFAS; -two of the four events were caused by loss of' power
(LOP). At Arkansas Nuclear 2 (event 5), a transformer failure caused an
LOP. Because of incorrect set points and associated problems, the in-
verters failed, and all vital ac instrument power was lost. This caused
a, full safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) and an undesired RAS.
While valves in ECCS were changing positions, borated water from the RWST
was gravity fed to the containment sump. The EGGS pumps could have been
'damaged because their suction was transferred to an empty sump.

table 4.13.ý Category 6 -Inadvertent ECCS/RHR pump suction transfer

Plant Date Event Description
No.

Arkansas Nuclear 2 09/16/78 5 Premature transfer of ECCS pump
suction to containment sump
(following' a safety injection)
due to loss of power

Davis-Besse 1 04/19/80 52 Premature transfer of RHR
pump suction'to containment
sump (following a safety
injection signal) due to loss
of power to two ESF buses

San' Onofre' 3 . 12/17/82 177 Potential premature transfer
of EGGS pump' suction to con-
tainment sump (following a
safety injection signal) due
to single RPS cable failure

S equoyah 2 08/06/81 185 RCS pressure boundary breached'
after an RHR sump isolation
valve opened creating a leak
path. from the RCS to the con-

tainentsump

* At Davis-Besse 1 (event 52), power was lost to two essential buses
that were sharing a. power supply ('for maintenance work). The' loss of
these buses caused a full SIAS with RAS. During automatic valve r~ealign-
ment, borated water was gravity fed to the containment sump. Davis-Besse
1 experienced several other inadvertent RASs that have caused transfer
of EGGS suction to an empty containment sump.1

Sequoyah 2 (event 185) experienced a similar event when a testing
error initiated an RAS. ýThis opened the isolation valves between the
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containment' sump: and one train of 'RHR.. The unit was in cold shutdown 'with
both trains of RHR in operation. -As certain valves were Ichanging position
(in response to the RAS), '-7800 gal of primary coolant-was lost to the
sump via the open RHR recirculation line.

San Onofre 3 (event 177) experienced an inadvertent RAS followin .g
the loss of two independent power suppli es- to the plant protection sys-
tem;'' InIrvestigation of this event identified a single 40-'pin amphenol
connector in the plant protection system that; if disconnected, would

deeergzethe bistable re~lay matrix and initiate an SIAS and RAS.
The Davis-Besse 1 event prompted the NRC to write IE Bulletin 80-ý12,

"Decay Heat Removal System Operability," *and It Notice 80-20, "Loss of
Decay Heat Removal Capability at Davis-BesseUnit 1 While in a Refueling
Mode." Neither of these addressed the problem of an inadvertent RAS.
The NRC is aware of this problem (inadvertent, RAS) and has created Generic
Issue 24, "Automatic, Emergency.Core Cooling System Switch to Recircu-

lation."
1

4.2.7, Category 7 -HPSI/charging pumps overheat on-low flow

during safety injection

.The events grouped in category 7 involve the potential failure of
the charging/HPSI pumps caused by low flow conditions through the pumps
(Table 4.14). The postulated event-sequence is as follows:

.1. A feedwater or main steam line.'break inside containment produces high
ambient temperatures and humidity.

2.., Engineered safety features instrumentation senses this accident and
initiates appropriate safety: system response.

Table.4.14. Category 7 - HPSI/charging pumps overheat on low
flow during safety injection

EventDerito
Plant Date No. 'ecito

Beaver Valley 1 08/27/80 13 'Potential loss of all HPSI/
charging pumps due to low
pump flow (high RCS pressure
at discharge and closure of
minimum flow line)

Farley .1 06/13/80 63 Same as event 13

North Anna 1 05/09/80 116. Same as event 13:

,Sequoyah 1 06/13/80 180 Same as event 13

Surry 1 06,/11/80 197, Same as-event 13

,Zion 1 *.05/23/80 230 Same. as event 113
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3. As .part of this response, the charging/HPSI pumps -switch from charg-
ing mode to high pressure safety. injection mode and the_ recirculation,
flow. paths (miniflow, lines) for the pumps isolate.

4. Because of high ambient. temperatures, the control circuitry for the
pressurizer-power-operated relief Valve (PORV) fails..

5.. The PORV cannot, be opened by the plant's.opera1~ors, and the reactor
-coolant system (RCS) pressure .increases.

-6. With,,their recirculation paths isolated, the charging/HPSI pumps
.overheat and fail when the RCS, pressure becomes greater than the
pumps',maximum discharge pressure. (the pressurizer safety
valve will prevent overpressurization of the RCS.)

This accident. sequence is of interest because the failed charging/
HPSI pumps might require repair toi'restore them to operation and could
be unavailable -for the duration. of the accident. The NRC addressed this
problem in TE, Bulletin 80718, "Maintenance of Adequate Minimum Flow
ThroughCentrifugal Charging.Pumps Following Secondary Side I{ELB." A
total of six plants have notified, the NRC via LERs of the-potential for
this problem at their facility. Two corrective actions were implemented:
(1) the isolation valves on the recircul-ation lines no longer close on
a safety injection signsil and-(2) manipulation of these valves is con-
trolled by procedures..

4.2.8 Category,8.- Level intstrumentation degraded by high..
energy line break conditions

This category includes potential failures of engineered safety fea-
tures (ESF) level instrumentation. The postulated event sequence is as
follows:ý

1. A high energy line break oc Icurs insidetthe-primary containment, re-
sulting in high ambient temperatures inside Icontainment.

2. The level sensors (steam generator or containment sump level- sensors
in PWRs or the reacto Ir vessel level sensors i .n BWRs) do not sense a
ýlevel change and continue to give a false level reading. (The level
,instruments in question have a water-filled reference leg that can,
b~oil dry or rupture~if subjected to high temperatures.)

3. Because of the false level readings, a delay occurs in actuating
safety systems needed to mitigate the accident.

Alt~hou gh'numerous instruments are u~sed by the Engineered Safety Fea-
tures Actuation System (ESFAS,) to sense accidents and initiate appro-
priate safety system resp .onse, :these level sensors are among the most
important. The unanticipated'dependency for the events in this category
is the susceptibility of the level instrument to fail because of HELB.
accident conditions, delaying actuation of ESF systems needed to mitigate
the accident.

The vendors, Westinghouse and General Electric, informed the plants
of this problem in 1979. Later that year, the NRC issued IE Bulletin
79-21, "Temperature Effects on Level Measurements." In 1982,*AEOD pub-
lished a report entitled "Safety Concern Associated with Reactor Vessel
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Level Instrumentation *in Bailing Water Reactors." This report and Generic
Issue 50, "Reactor Vessel Level Instruments in BWRs,"*1 are both concerned
with degradation of safety, functions through failure of reactor vessel
level instruments. The AEOD report identified the potential for delayed
actuation of safety pystems as a result of level instrument. failures (par-
ticularly failures involving the instruments' reference leg). The report
did not address failures caused by HELBs.

A total of 21 plants notified the NRC via LERs of the potential for
adverse environmental conditions failing important level instruments.
Table 4.15 lists these plants.' Corrective actions included set point
changes, modifications to the instruments, and, procedure changes.

'Table 4.15. Category 8 - Level instrumentation degraded by high
energy line break (14ELB) conditions

Plant Date Event , DescriptionNo.

Beaver Valley 1 06 /21/79 10 Potential failure of SG level
instruments due to HELB con-
ditions boiling the instru-
ment reference legs dry

Big Rock Point

Browns Ferry 1

Brunswick 1.

Farley I

Indian Point 2

Indian Point 3

Kewaunee

Mc~uire 1

n8/22/79 20 Potential failure of reactor
level instruments due to
HELB conditions boiling the
instrument reference legs dry

08/09/79 22 Same as event 20

North Anna

North Anna

Robinson 2

Salem 1

Seciuoyah 1

Sequoyah 1

1

2

09/21/ 79

06/22/79

06/26/79

06/21/79

06/26/79

06/22/79

06/.21/79

06/27/79

06/25/79

07/ 10/79

06/29/79

06/18/79

06/21/ 79

06/21/79

06/26/79

06/26/79

06/13/79

07/13/79

27

62

89

91

93

95

114

119

160

166

178

183

194

215

220

221

224

229

Same as event' 10

Same as event 10

Same as event

Same as event

Same as event

Same as event

Same as event

20

10

10

10

10

Same as event

Same as event

10

10

Surry I

Trojan

Turkey Point

Turkey Point

Watts Bar I'

Zion I

Same as event 10

Same as event 10

Pote ntial failure of contain-
ment sump level instruments
due to HELB conditions
rupturing the sensor bellows

Same as 'event 10

Sane as event 10

Same as event 10

Same as event 10

Same as event 10

Same 'as event,10

3

4
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4.-2.9 Category 9 -. Loss of co ntainment integrity' due'to:'LOCA
conditionsý during:,purge' operations

This category Icontains postulated events in which con'tainment in-
tegrity was lost during a LOGA. The postulated event sequence is as fol-
lows:

1. A LOCA occurs while a containment purge is in progr ess.
2. The resulting high pressure inside containment places stress on the

purge system in one of two ways: (a) purge (containment). isolation,
valves fail, to close from their fully open position, or.. (b) damage
occurs to purge-system ducts, preventing containment isolation.

.The review identi~fied ten plants with this potential problem (Table
4.16). This piroblem was initially identified by several valve vendors.

Table 4.16. Category 9 -Loss of.'containment integrity due to
LOCA conditions during purge operations

Plant Date EvNt. Description

Arkansas Nuclear .2 03/01/78 3 Potential loss of. containmen~t
isolation capability if LOCA
occurs during purge operations
(purge _valves would not.close
due to ýthe. high delta-P).'

Arnold 03/06/79 -9 Same as event 3'

.Browns Ferry 1 02/101/80 2 3 Potential loss of. containment
* integrity if LOCA occurs.
during purge operations
(pressure surge damages
ducts and dampers)

Hatch. 1 .09/10/79 78- Same as event 3

Monticello 03/01/79 108 Same as event 23

Point Beach 1 03/27/79 144 Same as event' 3

Point Beach 2 03/27/79 147. * Same as event, 3

San Onofre 2. 01/16/78 174 Same as event 3

S'an Onofre 3 . 01.16/"78 .176 Same as event 3

Trojan . **05/21/79 214 Potential loss of containmhent-
integrity if LOCA occurs-
during purge operations
(pressure surge damages
purge valves)
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The. NRC then notified all utilities, of. potential problems involving the
containmentr'isolation valves for the: purge system.

.Although this. accident sequence is considered unlikely 'to occur, the
utilities responded by implementing procedural and/or design changes.
For the short term, purge, operations were restricted to low pressure/low
power conditions in the reactor coolant system. (It is interesting to
note that this problem was reported for four General Electric BWRs, three

,.Westinghouse PWRs, and three Combustion Engineering PWRs.)

4.2..10 Category 10 -High energy line break conditions' degrading
control systems

Category 10 events involved the potential failure of certain non-
safety-related 'control systems *that were caused by adverse environmental
conditions~creatied by an HELB.' Because they were not ýsafety . related,
these control systems are not required to function under adverse en-

*. vironmental conditions. However, .certain' failure, modes, of these controls
* could degrade.,the effectiveness of- safety. systems required to mitigate

the HELB accident'.
In response to IE Notice 79 '-22, "Qualification of Control Systems,"

.Westinghouse identified four control systems that could possibly affect
a protective function performed by a safety system.''These control sys-

tesare as follows:

1. Steam generator PORV control system -A main feedwater line' break
(NFLB)-adversely affects the steam generator PORV control system..
The PORVs fail open,'depressurizing the main steam lines. Thus, no-
steam is available for the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump..

2.. Pressurizer PORV 'control system - A main' 'feedwater line break
adversely Affects'sthe pressurizer PORV control system. .The PORV
fails open, possibly depressurizing' the RCS.,

3.Main feedwater control system - A small MSLB adversely affects the,
main feedwater' control system. The control system fails' such that
-thew~ater mass in' the steam generator 'is less than anticipated for
this break.

4. Automatic rod control' system -'An intermediate size MSLB adversely
-affects the 'excore detectors. The 'Automatic rod control system
receives an erroneous signal from the excore detector and' subsequently
issues a rod withdrawal signal.. This can occur'before'the reactor
protection system senses the MSLB and initiates a reactor trip.

ýThree plants (Table 4.17) reported a susceptibility to one or more
of these control failures. For two of the .pans (ury 1-anid North
Anna 1.),,the control system failures would'create conditions that were
less severe than those analyzed in the design' basis accidents and,
therefore,' did not constitute a significant.safety 'concern. For Salem 1

(event 167) no information was given about the severity of the potential
problem. ' th

IRecently, teNRC has questioned the role of primary system PORVs
.andlthe lack of reliability and operability specifications for IPORVs and
their block valves. 'Generic-Issues 70, "PORV and Block Valve Reliability,"
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Tbe417 .-Category,10-RELB conditoios~degrading
coritrolsystems

Plant.-. Date EetDescriptionNo.

North Annia 1: 091/9 115 ýPotenitial failure of s everal'ý
control systems due'to
adverse conditions caused by
HELE in containment

Salem 1 09/07/79' '1617 Potential failure of steam
generator PORV control
system due to adverse condi-
tions caused by HELB in
containment

Surry 108/-29/79 195 Same as -event .115

and 84,. "CE. PO'V'~s, address these con~cerns.1 .,Both Surry 1 and North"
Annaý 1 made proc ,edural',ch'anges 1iristructing.6P pera Itors to close the PORV
block,:v;alves- int te event of An HULE..

4.'2.11 Caeoy11 -Auxiliary feedwater pump runout under steam
line break conditions.

The events grouped in-category' 11 involved the- potential failure of
the auxiliary feedwat~er pumps because of pump runout. The postulated
event sequence is as'.follows:

1. A rupture occurs in either. the. Decay Heat Removal system' header or
the 'steam supply-:header to- the tuirbine-driven AFW pump..

2..- The rupture initiates an. uncontrolled blowdown of the secondary sys-
tem-that depressurizes all of the steam 'gen Ierators.

3. 'Without a supply of steam, the turbine-driven AFW pump is inoper-
able. Also, ,be~cause the blowdown -reduces the steam generator's back
pjressure, .the mot~or-driven AFW pumps face -low discharge pressures.
and trip upon'reaching runout conditions.

This -potential .event was addressed in lIE Bulletin 80-,04, "Analysis
of PWR Main Steam Line, Break with Continued Feedwater Addition." -Two.
plants (Table. 4.18) repo'rted-having this potential problem.', To. correct
the problem, both plants (1) installed flow orifices in the motor-driven
pumps' discharge lines and (2) modi-fied procedures and operator training
for such an-event*.
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Table 4.18. -Category 11 - Auxiliary feedwater pump runout under
steam line break ýconditions

Plant Date EetDescription.No.

Beaver Valle y 1 1 0/03/80 15 Potential loss of 'AF due to
pump runout under main steam
line break conditions

Surry. 1 10 6 0 198 Same as event 15

4.2.12 Category 12-Water hammer events

Since 19,69-, over 150 incidents. occurring a *t BWRs and PWRs involved
water hammer.9  The water hammer incidents generally involved steam gen-
erator feedrings and piping, the RIIR system, emergency core cooling Sys-
tems, and containment spray, service water, feedwater, and steam lines.
The incidents have been attributed to such causes as rapid condensation
of steam pockets, steam-driveni slugs of water, pump startup with partially
empty lines, and rapid valve' motion.. Most of the .damage reported has
been relatively minor and involved pipe hangers and restraints. However,
,there have been several incidents *that resulted in piping and valve dam-
age.

Unresolved Safety issue A-1, "'ater Hammer,", addressed' water'hammer
events; the NRC resolved this issue in March 1984 (Ref s. l'and 2). The
results of. USI.A-i are summarized below.:

1. The total elimination of water hammer events is not feasible due to
the~ possible coexistence of steam, water, and voids 'in various
systems.

2. For the approximately 150 water hammer events that have occurred
since 1969, damage has been limite~dprimarily to pipe support sys-
tems. In addition, approximately half of these events have occurred
either-in the preoperational' p'hase or the first year of- commercial
operation.

3. The frequency of water hammer events peakedt'in-the mid-1970s--a
time when the rate of new plants coming into, commercial operation
was at its highest. Experience also led to corrective design changes
that reduced the frequency of occurrence..

4. 'Steam generator water hammer-associated with top feedring steam
generators appears to have been corrected through design changes.

Because water hammer concerns have been addressed by US.I A-i, this
project did not pursue the topic and did not att empt to-record all water
hammer. events that have occurred. ýIt should be recognized, however, that
water-hammer can represent an undesirable form of system interaction and
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needs to be considered in-hydraulic design. For example;, Category 12 con-
tains four water hammer events that are a result of system inte~raction
(events 33, 94, 231,.and 234). These events are listed in Table 4.19.
All four events Ioccurred during the initiation of auxiliary feedwater
injection.. The wateir hammer events werg the result of'steam in the feed~-
water line mixing with cold- water from the.auxiliary feedwater system.,

Table 4-.19. Category 12 -Water. hammer events

Plant Date Event. Descripti~on

Calvert Cliffs 1 05/23/75 33 Damage. to AFW system due-to
water hammer caused by steam
in common feedwater header.
being quenched by cold
auxiliary feedwater

Maine Yankee 01/25/83 94 Damage to AFW system due to
water hammer caused by steam
in feedwater-lines condensing.
due to cold auxiliary feed
water

.Zion 2 05/25/76 231 Damage to AFW system due to
-a water hammer caused by
water and steam-mixing in the
feedw~ater lines

Zion 2 09/03/80, 234 Same, as event 231

4.2.13 Category 13 - Common support systems or cross-conniects

Eighteen events were assigned to category. 1-3 (Table 4.20). These
events resulted from redundant trains or systems failing (or potentially
failing) because of (1) the logs of a common support system, (2) the loss,
of a common component, or,.(3) the existence of an unisolated. piping cross-
connection.. Five 'events that also involved common support systems are
discussed separately due to. their uniqueness.

Common support systems.- Support systems, which may, 'be common to many
.systems, include service water, electric power, IIVAC, 'instrument air
supply, etc.. These systems provide direct support to other systems. It
is recognized''and accepted that the loss of a support system can cause-
the failure of the components it supports. However,, it is unacceptable'
for a single failure to .cause redundant safety-related systems (or com-
ponents) to fail. Therefore, redundant safety-related systems (and com-
ponents) are designed to preclude single failures. This study identified
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Table 4.20. Category 13 -Common support systems or cross-co~nnects-

Plant Event Description.

Arkansas Nuclear 1 91/18/73 1 Potential loss of both RE cooler
trains-due to the loss of a
common SW train

Calvert Cliffs 2

Farley 1

Farley1

Parley 2

Hatch I

Hatch 1

Indian Point 2,

Midland 1

Midland 2

Mont icello

Nine Mile Point 1

North Anna 1

Oyster Creek.

Oyster.Creek

Pal isades

Surry 1

07/20/82 . 39. Loss of both SW trains and one CCW
train due to the loss of a com-
mon discharge header

11/21/78 61 Potential loss of-both CCW trains
due to the rupture of a cross-
connect pipe at a charging pump

11/12/80 64 Potential loss of both SW trains'
due to any failure that could
cause the loss of one SW train

11/12/80

05/24/80

67

80

Same as event 64

Potential loss of two RHR trains
and one core spray train due to
a leaky RHR isolation valve
plus flEA .

07/11/80 81 Loss of all LPCI due to loss of
LPCI inverter room cooler com-
mon to each train

10/19/77 88, Potential loss of both contain-
ment isolation valves on air
ejector, diversion line due to
the loss of a common electric
power source

07/22/ 83 98 Potential lose of two steam supply
valves to the AFW turbine due to

loss of offsite power~and no dc
backup

07/ 22/8 3 99 Same as event 98

03/03/81 109 .. Loss of two RHR SW trains due to,
the loss of a common seal water.
supply

10/14/76 110 Potential loss of two containment
sp ray pumps due to the actuation
of a common lockout switch

10/05/78 113 Loss of both containment atmo-
sphere monitoring trains due to
the loss of a.:common power supply

03/07/83.' 132 Potential loss of both SGTS trains
due to backflow through a common
discharge duct

04/06/83 . 133 Potential loss of both'. SGTS trains
due to the lose of a common power
source

09/16/7 7 136 Potential loss of all-six contain-
ment isolation valves on purge
lines due to the loss of a common
air supply

09/19/74 191 Potential loss of both AFW trains
due to the rupture of cross-
connect piping

09/19/74 202 Same as event 191Surry .-2
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seven events where the los's of a sinigl'e' support system .could cause redun-
..dant safety-related systems to, failý (events-1, .81', 88, 109, 113, 133,
and 136).-.,]For example, at A1NO 1,. all -reactor building coolers could fail
if ,a single train of service water was lost (event.1). That one train

ofsevie atrprovided coolant to both RB 'cooler, trains.
Common components. in addition to identifying events involving,

shared'support' systems, this study..also idientified events involving'shared
components. In many cases, the systems were knowingly designed this way,
(e.g., some systems such .as-.main feedwater. and auxiliary feedwater share
'A common discharge header). This study identified two events where a
failure in a common discharge line caused the-failure of, multiple 'trains.
At,-Calvert Cliffs 2 (evenit 39).., both service water trains and 'a component.

*cooling water train were lost when a' valve.'in the discharge line trans-
ferred closed.. Oyster'Creek identified 'a poetilrduction.'o'f SGTS
efficiency when discharge from the operating train backflowed" into the.
redundant train. The redundant train' was rout. of service, and t ne
and outlet valves had, transferred open (event 132-).

in some'cases, redundant safetiy-related systems (or components)
shared components unknowingly. For example, during a' eview of the, plant
design at' Nine 9!Mile' Point 1, personnel discovered that the control switch
for one containment spray pump locks.,out the sister' pump, (redundant. pump
in the same' train)$ thus preventing it from automatically starting
(event11)

Unisolated piping cross-connection. Redundant systems' can also -be'
rendered inoperable because, of unisolaited-cross-connect piping if a piping
rupture. occurs.. , The existence 'of a cross -connection. may. or may not be
recognized by, the operating staff at the time. For 'example, at Farleyl,
it "was .rec6ogni ze d that both CCW trains are physically connected to.. ,all
three charging pumps.r However, on one occasion, both CCW trains were
accidentally cross-connected because the operating procedures failed to
specify-,that a cha'rging pump should be supported by only one CCW train
at a time (event' 61).

Another example of' an undesirable cross-connection was reported at
..Surry I and 2 in 1974. A cross-connection between AFW trains was in-
stalled during a design change.. Checkout during installation: discovered
that no isolation valves'were'included. All~auxiliaty feedwater flow
could be lost if piping in either. one of the two trains'ruptured (events
191 and 202)'...

Five' other events that, were placed in category 13 ate unique :events
..in that they are' not'.~similar.;to the'groups above. "At Farley 1 and 2
..(events 64 and 67)., personnel discovered that both service water trains
would be lost if a' failure rendered one'trai'n unavailable. The potential
for a total loss, of, service water existed because-'train A cooled train B
components and'vice versa. At Midland 1 and 2 (events' 98 and '99), per-
sonnel discovered that the two steam supply 'valves to .the 'turbine-ýdriven
AFW pumbp would close on loss of offsite power. Consequently, the pump'

'would be unavailable because there was no backup' (dc) power supplied'to"
the steam supply Valves. In a potential problem found at Hlatch 1 (event
ý-80), Bechtel notified the utility that both RHR trains and, one of the core'
spray trainsi-could be disabled by a leaking RHR isolation valve. If a
recirculation line broke and a cer Itai In motor control center failed' while
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the plant, was -in operation with the -leaking isolation, valve, an RHR heat
.exchanger would be pressurized,,disabling both RHR trains.

The project did not identify ,any unresolved safety issue or generic
,issue that specifically evaluate common support systems or cross-connects.
'However, basic-regulations prohibit-such dependencies by r-equiring inde-
pendent safety system trains.

4.2.14 Category 14 -Instrument power failures affecting
safety systems

Five events were classified as category 14 (Table 4.2.1)...
instance, plant control~was .or could be Iadversely affected by
power failure, (events *48, 72, 73, 123, and 155).

In each
instru ment

Table 4.21. Category 14 - Instrument power failures affecting
,safety systems

Plant Date EetDescription'No.

Crystal'River 3. 02126/80 48 Loss of multiple NNI instru-
ments due-to loss of 24--V dc
power causing transient'

Ginna 04/22/71 72 Potential loss of SI pumps
*due to the loss of BAST level
channels (following loss of
power to the instrument
buses) that prevents the
pump suction valves from
opening

Ginna' 10/21/73 73 Loss of power to instrument
bus caused loss of level
indication for BAST and pre-
mature safety injection pump
switch to RWST

Oco~nee 3 11/10/79 123 Loss of indication for
systems required for shut-
down due to instruments
being fed from non-Class
1E NNh inverter

.Rancho Seco '03/20/78 155 Loss of NNI and lack of
plant control due to loss
of *dc power causing
transient
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*Because of -the,.saf-ety. signif icance, of. this type of event, the NRC
Office of InspectioZn an- d Enforcement has issued. several IE. notices. cir-

culars, and bulletins.ý IE:Bulletin 79-27, *'Loss'of Nan-Class 1-E Instru-
"mentation ,and Control'Power System. Bus During. Operation," ,required the
licensees to investigate 'the loss of individual power supplies as well
as. the total loss of. an'inv~erter or .vital: bus.. The bulletin-required
licensees .to review all 'Class. lE and non-Class lE buses that supply power
.to' saf~ety-relat~ed .and .non-safety-related instrumentation and control sys-
tems .whose f-ailure c'ould. affect the ability to-achieve cold shutdown
condition. In addition, licensees were told to review their existing
.,procedures.: (or to. preparel-emergency procedures). that are used to Achieve
a cold shutdown codndi ti .o ,n upon loss of power to each Class 1E .and non'-
,Class; 1E bu~s-:tha~t suppl1ies power to safety-related' and non-safety related
instrumentation. and control systems. Licensees were also required to
review Again TE Circular 79-02, "Failure of,<1:20 Volt Vital. AC Power Sup-
plies" and to include''in their review both Class IE. and non-Class IE
safety-related power supply inverters.

The, implicati~ons 'of the 'loss, of. non-class I .E power supply buses in-
hibiting the ability to achieve cold shutdown is of continuing concern
to the. _NRC. 1.The. NRC.is: currently s tud ying the safety implications of
instrument .power failures in Unresolved Safet Issue A-47, "Safety Im-
plications of Control Systems" anid in Generic Issues 19, "Safety Impli-
cations of Non-safety Instrument and Control Power. Supply Bus," and 76,
."Instrumen~tation anid Control Power Interactions."1'2

4.2.15 C ategory 15 -,Inadequate cable separation

Eight eventsý (seven potential) 'were identified where redundant Class
IE cablesztwe-re not .ade'quately separa .ted (Table 4.22). Separation prob-
lems we~re."created as a result. 6f cables being routed through the same
area or same cable't~ray.(e've'nts '21,.46, 55, 56i 57, '142, "153, and 208).'
The potential lo~ss'':of 'redundancy could occur because of a fire or.'some
other event, that damaged cables .in" -6 specific" location.

An example of the'-problems that inadequate Separation can pose oc-
curred at Browns Ferry 'I on March 22, 1975 (event 21). A. fire broke out
in .an.'electrical.-c~able. penetration .between the. 'cable spreading room and
the reactor building'.- The fire' spread horizontally and vertically to all
ten cable'-trays within the penetration. The. plant..was shut down safely,
but because'-of. the fire, nrormal shutdown cooling systems were inoperable.
In addi~tion,' part! 1of the EGGS was degraded.'

The basic cause of.'the, fire was failure' .to recognize ,the signifi-
cance of the flammability of .the materials involved. The immediate cause
of the fire was. the' ignition of polyurethane used for'-cable' penetration
sealing material. Construction workers checking for air leaks in pene-
tration used. a candle flame to detect 'air flow. The candle flame ignited

the polyurethane. 1 0 Since thi-s event-,- the seriousness of fires in' nuclear
plants has been 'realized by both' the' utilities and 'the NRC; fire preven-
tion and protection have received additional 'attention.
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.Table 4.22.:' Category. 15 - Inadequate ."cable sepa .ra .tion

Event
Plant Date N.Description

Browns Ferry 1

Cooper

Diablo Canyon 1

03/22/75

10/16/78

.10/06/78

2 1 RH R, -ECC S, and auxiliary sys-
tems degraded due'to fire in
t able spreading' room

46 Potential' loss of redundancy
in safety systems 'due to a
Division I. cable for a HPCI
valve being routed ma`
*Division II ri~ser

55 Potential failure of multiple
safety systems *due ,to in-
ad~equate separ'ation 'of Class
I circuits

5.6 Same as, event 55

57 Potential loss of dc power
* for safety systems, due to
inadequate separation of dc
power sources

Diablo Canyon2

Dresden 2

Pilgrim 1

Quad-Cities 2

10/06/78

02/02/ 78

01/21/80 142 Potential degradation. of
ECCS by fire due to' common

pwrc~able locations

05/21/79, 153 -Potential degradation of
multiple -safety systems
(by-~fire, 'impact., etc.)
due to co~mmon power cable
location'

Susquehanna 1 1-1/01/177 - 208. Potential' degradation 'of 'ESF
control cables (by fire,
'impact, etc.) due to in-
adequate cable" separation:

4.2.16 Category 16 - Safety-related
-from missile's generated from

cables unprotected
HVAC' fans

Three events were classified as category 16 (events 41, 227', and
228). <All three events were identified through the construction defi-'
ciency file 'anld are listed'in Table 4.23.' The., potential for this type
event was identified by the Buffalo Forge Company (the fan vendor).
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Tabe 423. Category 16 -Safety-r'elated cables unprotected
.from missiles generated from HVAC fans

Plant 'Date EetDescription
No.

Clinton-i 06/26/81 41 Potential damage to safety-
related cables due to HYAC-
fan failure propelling
missiles through fan housing

.WPPSSl 1 66/11/81 227: Same as event 41

WPS,4 06/11/81 228 Same as event 41

While recalculating the fan housing thickness, which is required to.. pre-
.vent a fan.-blade from..penet~rating the housing, Buffalo Forge determined
that the fan housings were. not of sufficient thickness to prevent pene-
tration by the fan blades.,

Unacceptable-damage *to essential systems caused by missiles can,
occur as a result of.(14) ejection-ofsan- energetic missile, (2) a. missile
striking a crit~ical component, and (3) unacceptable damage occurring to
An essential system or component due to the missile strike.1

The three events identified in Table 4.23 satisfy the necessary con-
ditions that could. result in an essential system being damaged by a mis-
sile. The-poss Iibility of a fan blade penetrating the fan, housing satis-
fies crilterion, (1) above. Criteria (2) and.(3) could be satisfied be-
cause safety-r~elated cables were in the vicinity of the fans. Corrective

actonsateach of the plants consisted of removing the possibility for
.the ejection-of an energetic missile. .Plant personnel welded reinforcing
plates to each of the e-xisting fan housings. This type of co~rrective
action eliminates the need for analysis-of the potential for fan blades
impacting safety-relat ed cables and the damage that couild: occur.-

.The NRC has-addressed the problem of missiles generated from turbines
(USI A-37, "Turbine-Missiies"), tornados (LISI A-38, "*Tornado Missiles"),
andBWR recirculation pumps or PWR main coolant pumps (USI B-68, "Pump
Ove Irspeed During.LOCA").1  The project. staff founci* no unresolved safety.
issues or generic issues specifically address ing the evaluation of the
probability of. unacceptable damage to essent ial. systems caused by mis-
siles generated from~fans. However'. basic regulations require utilities
to evalute all potential sources of missiles.

4.2.17 Category 17 -,Suppression pool swell

In 1975, General Elec tric Company analyses indicated that the occur-
rence of a large LOCA could cause suppression~ pqol swell. The problem
concerned all Mark I and Mark 11 containment str .uctures because certain
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structural loadings we re not considered in the original containment de-
sign calculations. For 19 operating facilities with Mark I containments,
the design safety margins of the containment structure under LOCA con-
ditions were not as large as originally planned (Table 4i24).11 Eighteen
of the facilities increased their margin of safety simply by instituting
spec-ial operating procedures that reduced the pool dynamic loads. The
nineteenth facility, Vermont Yankee (event 223), added structural sup-
ports and instituted a differential, pressure imode of operation for the
containment system. This reduced the potential accident loads to accept-
able values.

Table 4.24. Category 17 -Suppression pool swell

Plant Date EvNt. Description

Oyster Creek 12/20/76 126 Potential torus damage due
to stresses created by
relief valveý operation

Susquehanna 1 03/06/ 75 207 Potential torus damage due
to suppression-pool swell
caused by LOCA or safety
relief valve actuation

Vermont Yankee 01/30/76,1 223 Potential containment
structure damage due to
suppression pool swell
created by LOCA forces
(applies to 19 Mark I
containmnents)

In addition to the 19 plants that *identified the possibility of dam-
age to the suppression pool as a result of LOCA forces, two plants identi-
fied, the possibility of damage to the suppression pool because of the
actuation of the safety relief valves. One of the plants has a Mark I
containment (event 126); the other plant has a Mark 11 containment (event
208).

The pool swell phenomenon arnd the associated hydrodynamic loads have
been a concern of the NRC. In fact, five unresolved safety issues, listed
below, address this phenomenon.

1. USI
2. USI
3.. UsI
4. UsI

and
5. UsI

A-6, "Mark I Short-Term Program";
A-7, "Mark I Long-Term Program";
A-8, "Mark 11 Containment Pool Dynamic.Loads -Long Term Program";
A-39, "Determination of Safety Relief Valve Pool Dynamic Loads
Temperature Limits";, and
B'-10, "Behavior of BWR Mark HII Containments..'
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*The technical'resolutions for tJSIs A-6, A-7, A.-8, and A-39;have-be~ei
completed. For USI B-1.0,'.the Mark III suppression-pool dynamic'ýloads.
were r .eviewed by-the NRC-at the construction permit stage-for. Grand.Gulf
Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2. The NRC staff is currently reviewing GE's
pool dynamic load calculations to arrive-at a final hydrodynamic load
definition that can be used by all Mark III containment applicants for
operating-licenses.

4.2.18 Category 18 -. Scram discharge volume degradation

Two events were identified as category 18 (Table 4.25). In "ven t'!26,
the 'ability to scram was lost ,whe~n the' reactor building equipment drain
tank failed to. allow water to drain fro" the scram discharge volume (SDV).
In event 59, the potential for loss of the ability to scram (for the sa ,me
reason as event 26) was discovered during a test.

-Table 4.25. Category 18 - -Scram discharge- volume degradation

,Plant bate EvNt. ,Description

*Browns Ferry 3 06/28/8.0 26 Loss- of ability to scram
due to RB equipment drain.
tank not allowing water to
drain from SDV

Dresden 3 .07/119/80 59 Potential loss of ability
to scram control rods due
to.RB. equipment drain tank
not allowing water to-drain,
from SDV

SWhen a BWR is scrammed, the scram inlet and outlet valves associated
with each control rod drive are opened. .This applies high-pressurewater
under the control rod drive piston, and vents the upper side, .of the. piston
to the SDV (the SDV is normally 'at atmospheric pressure). This produces
a-- large upward force on the piston that drives the control rod up into
its fully inserted position. The SDV receives the "exhaust" water from
all of the control rod drives during a scram. The SDV must be large
enough to accommodate all ofithis water so *that the scram motion is not
impeded.

2

Investigations of the Bi,,wns Ferry 3 event (event 26) determined
that the lo 'ss of ability to scram was caused by water accumulation in-..
the SDV header. At the time of the, first scram --40% of the control rods
failed to insert. The water 'accumulation reduced the available free vol.-
ume in the SDV for water discharge. from a scram, thereby inhibiting the-
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:insertion of thel conrol; rods. Water accumulated iotu ,n, the SDV because 'flow
from the SDV into' the reactor building equipment drain tank was restricted.

.An NRC review performed after the Browns Ferry event, determined. that
long-term hardware improvements in the isolation valve arrangements for
the SDV system were needed. The NRC-noted that the SDV vent and-'drain
lines at several BWRs were normally equipped with a single isolation
valve. However, an NRC'safety criterion states that no, single failure
shall create an uncontrolled loss of reactor coolant. The failure of
either avant valve or drain valve could result in an uncontrolled-loss.
of reactor coolant following a reactor scram. The NRC noted that an'
acceptable meth od of satisfying the single failure criterion would be to
provide two isolation valves in series in all SDV vent and drain lines.

- In a4 related NRC review, AEOD evaluated the added' (temporary) SDV
'instrumentation arrangement at Browns Ferry 3 in terms of its accept-

abliyfor continued operation. Their review, reported as IE' Notice
8030 'Potential for Unacceptable' Interaction Between the Control.Rod

Drive Scram Function and Non-Essential Control Air at Certain GE BWR
Facilities'," concluded that a thorough evaluation was' needed of the po-
tential for the- unacceptable interaction' between the control rod drive
system and the nonessential (nonsafeaty) control air system. No positive
position indication (other *than full open-) for' the scram inlet and outlet
valves existed, and potential problems existed-if a partial loss of con-
trol air occuirad. During a slow loss of control air pressure, the scram
valves, would drift open slowly 'without any position indication being given,
to the opera~tor. The loss of air pressure would lead to a significant
SDV in-leakage, but the control rods might not move until the pressure
decreased substantially.

Approximately 2 years after the event at Browns Ferry 3, an. SDV

-drain valve failed to close at Hatch 2 (event 86). (This event .is' a
category 23 event but is. also discussed in this, category-because. of the

SDV drain valve failure.) Because of the resulting blowdown, a. "high
dry-well pressure".scram signal occurred. The loss of reactor coolant

through the drain valve could not be terminated because the high dry-well'
pressure scram signal could not be cleared or bypassed. (The high dry-
well pressure could not be reduced by normal means because -the dry-well
chillers were unavailable. The load shedding-,logic that was initiated'
by the high dry-well pressure condition caused the-dry-well chillers to
.trip.) The continuous scram signal prevented a routine raclo~sure of 'the
upstream scram outlet valves Via the reset of. the reactor protection
sys~tem '(RPS). This 'incident could have been avoided had the 'required NRC
surveillance requirements (that resulted from the Browns.Ferry 3 in~ci-
dent) been.:in place and implemiented. 1'2

The NRC has evaluated BWR SDV problems in four generic issues, which'
' are listed below: 1

1. GI-25, "'Automatic. Air-'Header, Dump on BWR 'Scram System";
2. -01-39, "Potential for Unacceptable Interaction Between t he' ORD System

:and. Non-essential, Control Air System";
3. G1-40, "Safety Concerns Associated with Pipe Breaks in the BWR Scram

-Systems":; and
4.. GI-41, `BWR, Scram Dis'charge Volume Systems-."
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4.2.19 Categoryý 19 '-ý Induced human in,.t e.r Iac tion s

Four events were classified as category 19 .(Table 4.26). Incorrect,procedures were the cause of the first event '(event .11,2). The procedures.required personnel-to enter the reactor building following a LOCA to vent:the primary containment.. Because the reactor building may not be acces-sible following a LOCA, the containm~nt m .ay -not,-be vented'using that pro-..cedure. Consequently,%the potential to overpressurize the containment'existed. :A procedu'ral change was-made *that allowed. venting withoutentering the reactor building. In addition, another procedural change-was made t1hat established a redundant purge path.

Table ,4.26. .Category .19 -Induced humanr interactions

Plant Date EetDescription
No.

Nine Mile Point-1 01/29/:82 112' Potential to overpressurize
containment-since procedures
require access to RB during
a LOCA to vent containment

Palisades- 09/08/71- 134 Loss of. power' to a rel ,ief.
valve'"s pilot valve. solenoid,
control circuit (the. techni-
cian was_.misled by plant
dra wings)

Point Beach 2' 12/19/74 146 Dependency' between RHR and
RCS introduced by human error
af ter` two valves weire left
open during an SI pump test

TMI-2 , 03/28/79,. 2,13. Fuel damage. resulted af ter
operator- shut off saf ety in-
jection system (operator was.
unaware, of -.true plant condi.-,
tions due to inadequate
.ins~trumentation).

-The second event (event 134) resulted .fro'm the use of a nonstandard
contact. designation in the plant, drawings, of the control, circuit to the-press urizer PORVs.. The nonstandard designation of the contacts led a.technician to believe that the *PORV would remain closed w~hen the'RPS.breakers were deenergized. However, after the technician deenergized theRPS breakers, the solenoids on the pressurizer PORV deenergized. Thiscaused-the. valve to open and in turn caused a primary system blowdown.The reactor pressure dropped to '-1280 psia in the 2 to 3'min before an
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operator could close the motor-operated block valve. The drawings were
*corrected to show the as-built conditions and to conform with standard
notation.

Procedural errors also caused the occurrence of event 146. During
arefueling outage, two manually operated isolation valves. were installed

on the cross-connect between the two safety injection banks. However,
the procedures were not'I reviewed after these valves were installed. Con-.
sequently, during a test of a safety injection pump, the RCS and RHR were
'momenitarily Pressurized to 1400 psig .(the -RHR design pressure is 600 psi~g).
The dependency between the RCS and RHR was introduced because the mo~di-
fied valve lineup for the test did not include c losing the two, newly
installed valves.

As a result of the occurrence of the' fourth event, the accident at
TMI-2 '(event 213), many new requirements for operating reactors were
implemented. These requirements included more operator training, equip-
ment and instrumentation modifications, control room design analyses, and
human factors analyses. The event began when a pressurizer PORV stuck
open causing a 'small LOCA. Because of the resulting. loss of RCS inven-
tory, the safety injection.system actuated. However, due to inadequate

*instrumentation,:' the operator shut off the safety injection. systems. The
loss of RCS inventory and the shutting off of the safety injection system
resulted in fuel,'damage. (The ANW also failed, but its failure was not
*caused, by the. interaction of systems.)

.4.2.20. Category 20 - Functional dependencies due to failures
during seismic events

Five potential events were cla'ssified as category 20-and are listed.
._ in Table 4.27. The events involved either mechanical failures (events 14
and 139) 'or electrical failures (events 141, 187,' and 190).

.'In the two events involving mechanical failures, a potential inter-
action between seismic and nonseismic qualified components existed.
Beaver Valley '1 (event 14) reported the potential loss of RHR cooling.
The stresses from an earthquake could cause the failure of a nonseismic
qualified branch line in the COW system.* To stop the resulting leak
through the branch line, operators would have to isolate the entire CCW
header.ý Peach Bottom 2' (event 139) reported the potential to lose emer-
gency service water. Personnel discovered that an earthquake could dam-
'age the reactor building COW heat exchanger, 'A seismic qualified valve
isolates' the service water system from the nonseismic qualified COW heat
exchanger. However, because the valve "is normally aligned in the open.

* position, 'a seismic event severe enough to damage the COW heat exchanger
could fail the emergency service water system.

Three events (events,141, 187, and 190) involved the potential fail-
ure of nonseismic qualified breakers. In each case, the nonqualified
breakers had to successfully disconnect to allow reenergizing of the power
system from qualified sources. "The concern' in each event was the poten-
tial for the.-breakers to fail' to disconnect or to cause short circuits
in the power system~ (during a seismic event).
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Table 4.27. Cate'gory 20:-.Junctional dependencies due to.,
failures during seismic events

P lant Date EvNt. Description'

Be-aver Vailey.*1 09/12/80 . 4 Potential loss of RHR due to,.
earthquake stress breaking,'
2-in,. branch line of 24-in..
CCW line, which would require
CCW line to be isolated

Peach Bottom -2, 04/111179 139 Potential loss of emergency
-SW due to a seismically
*qualified valve in the SW
system being' aligned 'in the
open position to the non-
seismically qutalified CCW
system

'Pilgrim I. 08/16/79 141 Potential' failure' of DG out-
put breakers- to close (fol~-
lowing a seismic event) be-
cause nonseismic auxiliary
..transformer breakers fai~l. .,to
trip

St.- Lucie 1 03/31/78 187 Potential to lose emergency
power during a seismic event
because normal and emergency
power share bus wiith non-
Class lE contacts

St. Lucie 2 .01/24/78 '190 Same as event 187

The NRC currently has four
'seismic events:,

1'2
unresolved safety issues that deal with

1. IJSI A-409 "Seismic' Design Criteria - Short Term Program";'
2. TJSI A-41, "Long-Term Seismic.Program";
3. USI A-46, "Seismic Qualification of Equipment in. Operating Plants'!,

and
4. USI B-24, "Seismic. Qualification of' Electrical and Mechanical

Equipment."

The main objectives of these issue's are (1) to establish a set of
guidelines, to judge the adequacy of the seismic qualification of mechani-
cal and electrical equipment at all opera 'ting plants' and (2) to better
understand the inherent conservatisms'in seismic design..
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4.2.21 Category -21 - Spatial dependencies 'due to failures
during seismic events

Thirteen events were, identified as category 21 (Table 4.28). Each
.event involved the potential for the' interaction of multiple systems or
components during a seismic event because of spatial 'relationships (i.e.,
common locations). The events involved ('1) the potential for masonry
walls to collapse on safety-related components (events. 65, 68, 107,.143,
1459 181,.201, 212, and 216); (2) the potential for a nionseismic quali-
fied duct to fall on' -safety-related equipment (event 69); (3:) .the poten-
tial for the control room habitability to be lost because of the control
room HVAC not being isolated (event 211); and (4) the' potential for
flooding of an ITPSI pump room because of the rupture of an inadequately
supported fire protection pipe (events 225 and 226).

IE Bulletin 80-11, "Masonry Wall.Design,." described the potential
for masonry walls' to collapse on safety-related 'equipment at Trojan
(event 216). In addition to collapsing on other components, the failure
of the walls- c6uld also Idegrade safety-r elated equipment *that depends on
the walls for support. Events 65, 68, 143, 145,.18.1, and 201-were all
reported 'in response to lB Bulletin 80-11.

* The NRC -currently has four unresolved safety issues that deal with
seismic events. These USIs, are listed in category *20.'''In addition to
TE 'Bulletin 80--11'; the NRC Off ice of Inspection-and'Enforcement has issued
the following relevant' documents:.

1. lBE Bulletin 79-02, "Pipe Support Base Plate Designs. Using Con-
crete Expansion Anchor Bolts..;

2. lB 'Bulletin 79---14, "Seismic Analysis for As-Built Safety-Related
"Piping Systems"; arid,'

3." lBE Notice 79728, "Overloading of.St ,ructural Elements Due to Pipe
Support Loads."

.4.2.'22 Category 22 -Other functional dependencies

Twenty-one events were placed in category "22 (Table,4.29). This
category includes all' of the functionally coupled events that were not
assigned to any 'other category. There is no other apparent commonality
among the events.

This category does not contain all of the functionally coupled ASIs
identified by the project. Several other categories also contain events
'whose dependencies are primarily functional -categories 1,9 2, '5, '6, 7,

9,11, 12, 13, 14,' 17, 18, and 20. However, 'events' inr those categories
.exhibited some'. other commonality and were categorized. based on that
aspect.

'Several o~f.the pr oblems demonstrated by events in' this category are
the topics of generic issues. At Crystal River 3, and Surry '1 '(events. 47.
and 196,' respectively) the RCS boron concentration was inadvertentlyr re-
duced.. These events have been evaluated in Generic Issue 22, ".Inadver-
tent Boron Dilution Events.". The' significance of boron dilution lies' in
the in'sertion of positive reacti~vity with the possibility of inadvertently
achieving criticality.-
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Table 4.28., Category.21 - Spatial dependencies. due to fa!ilure
during'seismic events-

Plant Date EetDescription
No...

Farley I

Farley 2,

Fe rmi 2

12/09/80

12/09/80

03/10/8 2

65

68

69

.Potential. damage to multiple
*safety systems due *to non-

esmcequipment support walls
.falling during a seismic event

Same as event *65

Potential losso of safety-related
.equipment due to nonseismic

HVAC duct '(over safety-related
equipmenit)., felling during aseismic event

Millstone 2

Pilgrim 1

Point Beach 1

12/05/83 107. Potential radiological release.
`due.to nonseismic wall fall-
ing on nearby. safety-related
HVAC. equipment during a
seismic, event.

10/08/81 143 '.Potential loss of several safety-
related systems due to nearby'

masory wllscollapsing. on'
equipment during a seismic event

07/14/8 1 145 P otential loss of sa fety equip-
menit required for shutdovn due.
to block'.:walls in the -control
building falling on n~earby
equipment: during a seismic
event'

Sequoyah 1

Surry 1

.11/14/80, 1811 Potential loss,of safety. equip-.
menit required for shutdown due
ýto block walls in the auxiliary
building falling on-nearby
.equipment during' a seismic events-

07/24/81 201 .Potential loss of. spent fuel pool
integrity due to block walls in.ý
the fuel building fal-ling' into
the pool during a seismic event

TMI-1

ThI72

Trojan

02/25/82 211 Potential loss of control room,
hahitability due. to control,
room HYAC not being isolated
,from control building., (duct dam-
aged' during's seismicevnt

08/28/715 212 Potenti'al~dama'ge to, safety sys-
tems due to h~ollow wall col-
lapsing on' nearby safety-related
electri~cal cabling during a
seismic event

05/08/80 '216 Potential damage to safety-
..related components due to col-
lapse of masonry wells during. a
'seismic event

Watts Bar 1 08/08/83 22.5 . Potential flooding of HPSI pump
(during seismic event)'due to
rupture of en overhead' fire
protection system pipe

Watts Bar 2 .08/09?83 .226 Same.as event 225
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Table 4.29. Category 22 - Other functional dependencies

Pln ae Event Description
PlantDate No.

Big Rock Point

Browns Ferry 3

Brunswick 2

Brunswick 2

Crystal River 3

Davis-Besse I

Grand Gulf -1

Hatch 2

Kawaunee

North Anna 3

Oyster Creek

Palisades

Palisades

Prairie Island 1.

Rancho Seco

Robinson 2

Robinson 2

Robinson 2

Sequoyah 1

Surry 1

Zion 2

10/3177 19 Loss of containment integrity due to connecting an external plant
heating system to RCS

03/04/76 25 Potential damage to all RHlE pumps under LPCI operation (during
LOCA) due to runout flow being exceeded

02/27/75 2.9 Potential for seven ADS valves to fail open due to a trickle cur-
rent holding their solenoids in the actuated position

01/05/76 31 Loss of HPCI due to the leak detection system improperly iso-
lating the turbine steam supply line

02/07/77 47 RCS boron concentration was diluted after NaOH drained from the
NaOli tank into the RHlE system

07/30/81 54 Loss of secondary containment after a containment purge fan
tripped causing an overpressure blow-out panel to open

08/04/83 76 Numerous Instruments damaged due to a cable being connected
between 125-V ac power and 125-V dc power

01/28/80 84 Potential loss of multiple safety system during a LOCA due to
torus water entering the CST via core spray suction piping

11/05/75 92 Loss of ANW due to resin beads from make-up water demineralizers
leaking into CSTs

02/08/80 121 Potential overpressurIzation of containment following an HSLB
due to AIW injection causing a long-term blowdown

05/02/79 127 Erroneous reactor water level, indications (following a LOCA)
due to inadequate flow from isolation condenser to vessel
annulus via recirculation discharge valve bypass line

08/19/82 137 Potential lose of all SW during a LOCA due to SW pump runout

11/30/82 138 Potential loss of systems required to mitigate a LOCA due to
two motor control centers becoming overloaded

04/12/79. .149 .Potential failure of ESF systems to automatically start during
a small LOCA (ESPAS logic not satisfied when pressurizer
pressure decreases but level does not)

09/20/74 154 Loss of imultiple' control devices and operator displays due to
a single power source being disconnected during maintenance

05/01/75, 158 Loss of all three RCPs due to a broken seal in on Ie pump
-overpreseurizing the common seal leakoff line and preventing
seal leakoff flow

01/13/81 161 Potential loss of containment integrity due to backflow
through leaky SW line (following a LOCA)

01 /29/81 162 Reactor coolant released to containment after an SI actuation
due to a CVCS letdown line end-cap being blown off

05/25/80 179.2 Loss of one train (each) of RilE and containment spray due to
an FW valve failing to actuate (the RHlE valve was inter-
locked with the NW valve)

05/12/80 196 Dilution of RCS boron concentration due to water flowing
from theRWST into the RCS

12il/81 235 Failure of both motor-driven AFW pumps to auto start due to
the simultaneous start of both pumps causing their sensed
suction pressures to drop below the trip set point
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Resin-bed7-type demineralizer failur-es have occurred in both nuclear
and other power plants.~ Generally,.pro~cess. systems that use these types
of demineralizers do-not, perform any reactor protection or' engineer~ed
safeguards functions, yet their failure may seriously impair the effec-
tiveness of safety-related systems. At Kewaunee (event 92), the AFW
system was lost when, resinbeads leaked from a. make-up water demnineralizer
'into the, condensate storage tanks (CSTs') and clogged the AFW strainers.-.
(The.CSTs are the preferred source of water to the AEW system.) These

.type failures are under co .nside'ration in Generic Issue '71, "Failure of
Resin Deminer~alizer Systems and Their Effects On Nuclear Power Plant.
Safety.*'

4..3Category.';23 - O:ther spatial. dependencies

Thirty' events were placed in category 23 (Table 4.30). This cate-
gory includes all of the spatially coupled ASIs' that-were-not assigned
to other categories.' The -other categories that also contain predomi-
nantly spati'ally coupled events are 3, 4,"'.8, 10, 15, '16, and 21. Those
categories,' howevýer., have :some. other commonality that. was considered sig-
.nificant enough to be addressed separately.

Although' there is 'riot, a single commonality among the spatially cou-
pled events-in category._23, there are three specific (and one general)
spatial problems tha It are, represented. These problems are (1) flooding

(5.vens),(2)_water: leak19ng-or splashing from one component onto another
component (4. ev-ents), (3') -excessivemoisture in the containment atmo-
sphere'.(5 events), and (4) other spatial dependencies (16 events).

Flooding. Four of,'the five'events that involved flooding '(events
9.0, .100,. 150, and .192) occurred because of a leak in systems :designed to
,supply large volumes of water (service water system and the circulating
water system). 'The 'sever'e flooding event at Indian Point 2 (event 90)
prompted the' NRC to issueIE Bulletin 80-24,. "Prevention of Damage Due
to'Water.Leakage 'Inside Containment." In .this -event, almost 100,000 gal
of service wate-r' flooded the reactor vessel pit. The bulletin requested.
a summary description.,,of. all open-loop cooling water systems inside con-
tainm~ent. Ain ope'n-lo.op water system is of interest because the system
draws from an in~definite volume of water, such as a river. Consequently,
leakage from 'the 'systemc cannot be" detected by' decreases in inventory.
Also, the .syst~em' may. provide a direct pathway for radioactive releases
to the' out'side environment-should a LOCA occur simultaneously with a sys-
tem leak inside containment. In addition, .the NRC has studied the issue
of 'flooding from these type systems in Generic Issue 58', "Containment
Flooding."1

In the fifth flooding event.(event 217), the containment sump was
flooded and the' valve operator. to a' conta'inment isolation valve for the
RCS drain tank line became submerged. Consequently, the RCS drain tank
could'not be isolated.'

LeAks 'or 'splashing.. Components do not necess arily have to be sub-
merged 'to be affected by water'., Water leaking, splashing, or spraying
onto nearby components can cause those components to fail (events 130,
203, 205, an~d.222).. For example, 'at Surry 2, a service water pump was
lost when water from~the other service. water pump was splashed onto it
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Table 4.30. Category'-23 -m Other, spatial' 'dependencies

Plant Date EetDescription

Arkansas Nuclear 1

Reliefoante 1

*Browns Ferry 1

Brunswick 2

Connecticut Yankee

Cook 2

Ft. Calhoun 1

Hatch 1

Hatch 1

Hatch 2

Indian Point 2,

Midland 1

Millstone 1

Nine Mile Point 1

h ro~entiai LOSS or sarety-reiaLea equip-
U7, Unf / /

ment due'to high temperatures -following

LOCA and loss of offsite'power

11/01/76 17 .:Potential ,loss of RB coolers .due ,to LOCA

conditions causing boiling in' cooler tubes

02/10/80 24 Potential. lose 'of dry-well isolation via CCW

line if recirculation line break..(LOCA)
.impinges on CCW line and isolation valve

fails.

04/05/77 32 Loss of HPCI Cldue to delta-T leak detection

instruments falsely isolating. steam sup-

ply to HP.CI turbine

08/25/78 43 Erroneous turbine runb~ack and automatic

rod block-given due'.to electromagnetic

interference from radio~transceiver..

03/26/82ý- 45 Potential degradation of.ice condensers due

to temperature-gradient-induced air cur-'

- rents (caused by heat'conducted through.

crane wall) causing ice migration

05/19/82 70 Potential loss of AFW due, to a steam supply

line break since. turbine-dirven and motor-

- driven pumps were in the :same.area

11/05/81 82 Potential erro neous isolation, of HPCI and

RCIC steam supply lines on ma~in ~steam line*

or scram discharge,.line break

08/25/,82 86 Loss of RCIC due to SDV valve l1eak that

caused hot, humid, atmosphere for electri-

cal equipment

02/03/84 87 :Torus vent header cracked when liquid ni-

trogen entered, purge line (duet to va-

porizer f ailure). and impinged ýon the 'header

10/17/80: 90 SW4 leaks, from containment fan coolers
flooded reactor cavity wetting lower por-,

tion of reactor vessel'

07/11/79 97 Potential loss of RB coolers due to LOCA

condiltions causing boiling in SW lines to
air coolers

05/01/7-1 100. Loss of Ac -MCC due to flooding by SW4 heat

exchanger leak

01/07/81 Il1l Loss of DG voltage regulator and trip of
output bekrdet-pieces' ,of bailing

wire ;(used..to secure fire proofing -

framels) falli~ng, into control cabinet
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ý-Tableý 41.30 .(continued)

Plant Date EventDescription- 4'No.

Oconee 3

Oconee 3

Oyster, Creek

12/07/78 12.2 Loss o f both RB vent syst~em f~ilter trains
-due, to;. FW valve. leak

03/03/81 124' Heat 'and' moistu're damage: to emergency power
switching cables due to FW valve leak

0.1/18/83ý:i 130_ Loss of-one core ,spr .ay pump. due to CRD pump
vent line, leakage.

03/06/83 131, Loss of 'one train SGTS when fl ,ow switch was
damaged by nearby spa~ce-heater

Oyster Creek

Peach Bot-tom 2

Quad Cities 1l

Rancho Seco

04/ 17 /80 140 Potential loss of so Ime --ESF systeIm~s when a
-HPCI steam-line break causes a wall holding
ESF cabling 'to' fall

06/10/7ý2 150 Loss of DG'cooling 'and SW due to'circulatinig
water pipe; break and, subsequent flooding of
'turbine -building

02/19/80 1.57 Potential damage to reactor vessel, inter-
nals,' control rod drives, and spent fuel',

- rods. to load from polar crane being dropped,

Salem 1

Salem 1

.11/07/78

.11/06/81

165 Loss of. all 'f ive RB coolers. due to, erroneous
isolation of. SW: by radiation monit.o .rs

1.69 Trip of one vital power' inverter (due to.
electromagnetic ~interference from cabinet
ýfan) plus. unit shutdown conditions gave
reactor trip and safety injection

San Onofre I

St. Lucie 1

03/12/68 170 Oire in electrical' penetration I'caused by.
overloaded pressurizer 'heater cables

06/ 11/ 80, 188- Reactor, trip on.'loss of CCW to RCS pumps
'when a, steam leak in an SG blowdown line
caused a CCW valve to' close'

Surry 1

Su rry 2

,Sur ry 2

T roj an

01117/77 192 :Loss of SW4 due to flooding of four SW isola-
tion valves when 'anl SW drain valve was left
open

04/29/81' 203 'Loss of one SW pump 'due to water splashing
from. nearby SW pump during maintenance

0 9/12/83 205 Loss of one AEW pump due to water leaking
from the roof

04/:19/81 217 Loss of containment isolation valve for 'RCS
drain tank due to flooding of the contain-
ment sump

.09/06/82 222 Pressurizer spray valve leaked on its I/P.
converter that caused spray valve to open

turkey Point 4
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during maintenance (event 203)." :'(Category 3 al~so contains events where .''
components were affected by the spray from fire protection systems.)

Excessive moisture. Steam can also cause components, especially
electrical components, to fail because of *excessive humidity (events 70,
86, 122, 124., and 188). Piping leaks or ruptures' can produce high- tem-
peratures and humidity in surrounding areas. For example,. personnel at
Fort Calhoun discovered that all of the AFW pumps- could be disabled by a
single break of the steam supply line to the turbine-driven AFW pump
(event 70). The break, if it occurred inside the pump room, would disrupt
the supply of steam to the turbine-driven pump and create an adverse ený-
vironment, disabling the (electri c) mot~or-driven pump. The NRC created
Generic Issue 68, "Postulated Loss of Auxiliary Feedwater System Resulting
from Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Plump Ste~am.Supply Line Rupture,"
to study this problem.1

Miscellaneous spatial events. No specific problem area exists for
t'he remaining 16 events in this category. Two of these events, however,
fall under the scope of two USIS. USI A-36, "Control 'of Heavy Loads.Near
Spent.Fuel," evaluated the control'-of lifting heavy loads. At Rancho
Seco (event 157), a sling on the reactor, building polar crane broke and
dropped a 3000-lb load into the fuel transfer canal. USI B- 54, "Ice
Condenser Containments," evaluated ice condenser designs.' it originated
after-the NRC expressed concern over the p6 ssibility of: n~onsymmetric ice
ýlosses caused by sublimation. At..Cook 2 (event 45), ice loss 'and migra-
tion occurred as a result of temperature-gradient-induced 'air currents
(caused by heat conducted through the crane wall). This could degrade
the effectiveness of the ice condensers.

-0
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Appendix ýA

.EVENT:SOURCES

This appendix contains.;detailed assessments of the operating experi-ence data. sources. The sources.. reviewed. aire ýlisted. below:.

1. Licensee Event Reports.;
2. Foreign.:Evenit Reports;
3 .' Construction Event Reports;
4. Nuclear.. Plant Reliability Data System;
5..- In-Plant Reliability Data System;
6. system interaction methodology, assessment reports.;
7. system inter'act-iona .nalysis applicat ion-., repor -ts and related ma-

terial:;
*8. reports. describing significant events;
9. IE bulletins, circulars, and information notices;

10. AEOD reports;.
1.INEL-special topics r'eports.;

12. documents from the Safety Implications of Contro~l Systems progrAm(1)51 A"47); and
1.3. reports t o Congress of abnormal occurrences.

AA. .',Licensee Event Reports

A'.1I Source

Each nuclear power plant licensed by the NRC must report certain.events. These events,, designated. as* reportable (occurrences,-are instancesthat meet the reporting requirements delineated in the Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 10, Part 50 (10 .CFR 50) (Ref.. 1), in the facility'sTechnical Specifications, and -in the facility's license proviisions. The.method of reporting these events, as established by the.NRC, is.. n theform of licensee, event report's. The LER reporting requirements are de-:scribed in-Regulatoryj Guide 1.16 (Ref. 2). Recent change .s to the re-quirements are contained in',NUREG-1022 (Ref. 3).

A.I. Contents

The LER input form-has a free field for an abstract of the-event'
plus several fields for specific codes. . The abstract is a-narrative de-',scription of the event and includes pertinent information -such as thecircumstances that led up to the event, the initiators of the event andtheir cause,. and any oc .cur~rences' (including system, component, and opera-.tor responses or fail~ures),resulting from' the initiators. -The LER mayalso include component vendors, repair-action ~necessary,ý the type of per-sonn~el involved, related IE bulletins, r~adiological data on releases orexposures, etc. The-Amount of information~includedin an LER may-vary.
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A.1.3 Availability

The NOAC at ORNL maintains two data -bases for the NRC that contain
LER data: (1) the LER file on the DOE/RECON* network4 and (2) the SCSS
d ata base.5  The LER file, established in 19 67, contains -the LER abstrac It

Plus other pertinent information from the'LER form (e.g., event date and
unit power level). Keywords describing the event are assigned to each
LER. The primary method for searching and selecting LERs is through key-
words. The LER file is available through ORNL's RECON network.

Data in the SCSS file are in the form f coded sequences. The se-
quences contain information about the event initiato rs and their causes,
all subsequent component and system failures, personnel errors, unit ef-~-
fects, and radiological releases. The data-base also contains the LER,
abstra cts. There are several methods of selecting data in the SCSS data
base; however, searching the sequences-for~particular code combinations
is the most useful and effective. The SOSS data. base contains no data
prior to 1981; therefore, its use is limited to post-1981 data. This
data base is available through. ORNL's IBM-3033 computer.

NOAC maintain .s'hard c~opy files for LER6 issued since 1978. The ORNI
library maintains microfiche files of all docket information, including
LERs.

A.1.4 Usefulness to project

LERs are the most comprehensive operating experience data base
available. The LER and SCSS files provide an effective means for sorting
and selecting events. In certain instances, specific event information,
in addition to that provided in the data files, was needed for final
screening of some events.. Such information was obtained from the hard
copy or microfic~he files at NOAC.

A.2 Foreign Event-File

A.2.1 Source

The Foreign .Operating Experience P~rogram.6 receives event reports
from reactors around the world. The reports are received under bilateral
agreements between the United States and foreign countries to exchange
reactor operating experience information., NOAC reviews and abstracts
the-se reports and stores the abstracts in the Foreign Event File.

A.2.Z2 Contents

The foreign operating experience program reviews both periodic and
topical repor ts.. -Significant or potentially significant events are cate-
goriz ed, abstracted, and.keyw~orded. The event descriptions generally

The.LER file is one of, many data s ets .on the DOE/RECON datia base
IseeWDE/RECON'User's Manual, DOE/TIC-4586 (Ref. 4)1.
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provide the.e~vent date,, operating mode, cause,; systems, and components af-
*fected, operator and system-. responses, and corrective actions.

A.2.3 Availability

The file allows NRC organizations to benefit from overseas .operating
experience and can be used to. identif~y potential problems with, U.S. re-
actors. rHowever, the event descriptions are considered proprietary an d,
as -such, *cannot be released' or discussed publicly. The iniformation is
available, on a res~tricted' basis, on an ORNL computer data base.,

'A.2Z.4 Usefulness_ to project

.'The FEF was used to identify systfems inter-action event's that occurred
outside the United States. Although the events could not be .discussed'
publicly, they alerted the staff to potential intersystem dependencies.
Such information-was then used in screening U.S. operating-experience,
particularly LERs'.

A.3 Construction Event Reports

A.31.1 'Source

i'This source includes two forms of reports, 10 CFR Part 21 notices
.and 10 CFR Part 50..55(e) reports.1  Part 21 notices address component deý-
ficiencies that create, or could create, .a substantial safety hazard in
any facility regulated by the Atomic Energy Act. Part 50.55(e) reports
involve deficiencies in design and construction that could .adversely af-
fect the safety of operations of a nuclear power plant.

These reports are available from two sources at.NOAC. Prior to
1979,,thei2seýrepoirts were included in the LER file and are still available
on. this file. Recently,..a new, program was initiated for handling the
construction event reports.: Adata base, the CER file,7 was developed Ito
manage the, coded reports,.

A.3.2 Contents

For the events contained.'in the LER file, the information available
is similar to that d'es~cribed in Sect. A.1. For the events.-in the CER
'file, the basic information coded for each event. includes:' system, com-
ponent,.',failure cause,: manufacturer, vendor, architect-6ngineer, and fa-
'ci~lities involved in the deficiency. Also coded is a description of the
deficiency. References to related'information and addit -ional facts about
the deficiency are prov ided in a text field.
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A.3.3 Availability

Data are 'available from both of the sources discussed above. The
construction deficiency events in the LER file were accessed along with
LER abstracts. The CER file is maintained on ORNL computers.: Hard
copies of the reports are also available in NOAC files.

A. 3. 4 Usefulness to project

Part. 21' an at5.5e oie lo contain'useful information
for system interaction purposes. Part 21 notices tend to report pri-
marily common-mode failures because they are component oriented. Certain
reports were also p ertinent. Part 150.55(e) notices were. more relevant to
this iproject because they include design deficiencies discovered during
construction activ Iities. This includes previously unrecognized-inter-
system dependencies.

A.4 Nuclear.Plant Reliability Data System

A.4.1ý Source

NPRDS.8 developed in 1973 by the Edison Electric Institute, is pres-
ently under the direction of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations.
The NPRDS file provides generic reliability and failure data for .safety-
relate4 components and systems adselected balance-of-plant components
and syst~ems. Such statistics are used in deriving reliabili~ty. data. of
interest.

A.4.2 Contents

The NPRDS file con~tains the following data: general descriptive -In-
formation for each reactor facility, engineering' data on certain selected
systems'and their compone .nts,, inservi~ce data for each reactor. (submitted
quarterly), and descriptive data for all :failures occurring in-the se-
lected systems. These selected-systems include, the reactor coolant sys-
tems and pressure vessels; emergency core cooling systems; decay-heat re-
moval systems; reactor containment systems for pressure suppression, iso-.
lation, cooling, spray and hydrogen control; reactor protection system §;
control rod systems; instrument systems initiating safety functions; the
main steam system; and feedwater and condensate systems.

The component failure reports, which contain the most-useful infor-

mati on, -include the 'following data: plant identification, system or com-
ponent that failed, 'dates .and.times for duration of event, a short de-
scription of failure and its cause and corrective-action, component fail-
ure mode, 'effect of fail'ure on ,system and plant, and the as~sociated LER
issued.
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A4.:3 Availability

Annual reports provide.,-reliability parameter estiat;thqur
terly reports: provide failure. event information.. Reports that identify
'the specific..plant repor ,ting the failure are available onl to the sp e-
cific :plant., Ce r tain non-plant-specific data sorts .a re available.

A. 4.4ý Usefulness to project'

Because only'limite-d generic system informto isaailable and be-.
~cause the plant involved is -not identified, NPRDS was not 'used for -this,
project:.

A.5 Iný-plant Reliability Data, System

A.5.1 ;Source

Operated ýby ORNL,. the. IJPRDS 9 cotan daafrseii equipment
t .yp es collected. at six reactor' sites.,. The data were collected from 1976.'through 1980.

.A. 5.2 Content

.The IPRDS', collects, maintenance and repair. data on. f our~ equipment..
types:. pumps, valves, battery,.chargers/,inverters*,-and.diesel. generators.
-Data analysis'.on this. information then Produces failure ,rates and- mean-
time-.to-repair data.

A.5.3 Availability

Ini tia'l:, reports from iJPRDS- describ Ied I:the methodology and. provided'
initial pump:ý and moo-prtdvalve daa. System level information i sno aaiabe ro IRD.Also, information identifying the-plant, wher
t he data were collected is not released.

:,A. 5.4 'Usef ulness to, project,

IPRDS was not particularly 'useful for this project ýbecause" it is:component 'oriented and system oriented data were required' for -this pro"-
ect. As a reliability data base, IPRDS- focuses on providing'reliability
paramet .er estimates, rather',than failure event information. ',Also, be-
cause of the- agreements under which the data are c'ollected, identifica-
tion of the specific planits-At which failures occurred* is not permitted.
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A.6ý. System I~nteraction Methodology.Assessment/Reports

A.6.1- Source

Several studies, conducted in the last 10 years, have ýassessed. and
proposed methods for performing system interaction analyses. Most of
these *studies were funded by the NRC to address USI A-17. The project
staff reviewed a number of reports written for these studies., Table A.11
lists these reports.

A.6.2 Contents

These reports primarily describe techniques applicable to thorough
analyses of systems. The brief remarks in the table 'provide an 'overview
of-each report's approach to system interaction analysis.

A.6.3 Availability

These reports are available through ORNL's technical library.

A.6.4 Usefulness to project

Despite the focus of these reports on system analysis techniques,
they provided excellent, backgrou'nd material. Also, the system interac-
tion definition a nd crit .eria used by e ach study were.u sefiil to this proj-
ect during the development of screening criteria- f~or event data. .Several

of the, reports used' one- or more significant operating events for ex-
amples. These were also reviewed.

A.7. System Interaction Analysis Application-
Reports and Related Material,

A.7.1 Source

Several nuclear power plants have underg Ione analyses for identifying
possible system interactions. (A few of the studies were funded by the
NRC, under the USI A-17 programs, as follow-on to the methodology assess-
ment studies'.) The project staff reviewed the results of the~se studies,
plus several letters and related documents pertaining to system inter-
action analyses.- Tables A.2 through A.4 list' the documents-reviewed.

A.'7.2 Contents

.The analysis reports and related documents contain a number of sys-,
tem interaction events identified 'by the studies." Of partilcular interest'
is the review of LERs done by the ACRS (NIJREG-0572). One of the classes
of events examined by the ACRS was "systems interactions.:"
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Table A. 1. System interaction methodology reports

ReportReport/Remarks
No.

A.J uAk, I A. Papazoglou,, And R. A. Ba, System Itr
actions and &ommon Mode Failu;re: Review of Methods, .BNL-.
NURGN,15 BrohIe Nional Laboratory,- Upton,- New York,
January.1978.

Remarks: This review addresses both qualitative:and quanti-
tative *anayi methods*. It concluded' that system interac-
tion alyes reqire' modification or' ext~ens ion. of existing
m ethods.

2G. J. Boyd et, Al., .Final Repo rt-Phase- 1., Systems Inte~raction
Methodology.Appli~cations Program, NUREG/CR-1321., SAND8O-r0384,,
Sandia. NationaliLaboratorie~s, April.1980.

Rem-arks: This report contains both methodology description
and application.; It uses computer-Aided evaluation of safety
function fault trees, to identify potential system-interac-
tions. -It also provides a generic -analysis of the.Standard
Review Plan to identify weaknes'ses in its orientation to
system interaction: evaluation. The screening criteria used,
in the report were useful. to this: project.'

3 A.*J. Buslik, I. A. .-Papazoglou, and R. A. Bari,, Review and
,Evaluation of. System-Initeractions Methods, NUREG/CR-1901,,
BNL-NUREC-51:333, Brookhaven National'Laboratory,: Upton,* New

.York, January 1981.

Remarks: this report, -by the same authors as rport 1, eval-
uates f our. approaches to, system interaction analysis: ,f Ail-ure ode .an fecs'analysis, plant walk througha, fault
.tree analysis,ý and event tree/fault tree Analysis. It recom-
mends a'methodology 'using an event -tree/fault tree approach
supported by Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, walk
thropghs,, and operating experience reviews. A screening
criteria from the report was also useful to this project.

4PCybulskis- et al. , .Review of.Systems Interactin ýMet hodol-
Qgies, ,NUREC/ICR-1896, BMI-2073,, Battelle-Columbus Labora-
tories,- Columbus, Ohio, January. 1981.-

Remarks: This report reviews and compares 'existing analyti-.
* cal methods~that have possible applications to system inter-

action analyses. It recommends a methodology comprised'of
.two parts': .(1) a quali~tAtive par It to identify.. and screen

* systems interactions candidates. and (2) a..quantitative part
to evalluate the importance of identified -system interactions.
The suggested scfeening.criteria were useful to this -project..
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Table .A.1 (continued)

Report Report/Remarks
No.

5. J. J. Lim, T * R. Rice, R. K. McCord, and J. E. Kelly, Systems
Interaction: State-of-the-Art Review and Methods Evaluation,
NUREG/CR-1859, UCRL-53016, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
Livermore, California, January 1981.

Remarks: This review addresses both current methods* for
evaluating system interactions and some past analyses of
system interactions. It concluded that a,'combination of re-
views of reactor operating experience, graph-based analyses,
and on site *inspections can anticipate., most types of system
interactions. ..The suggested screening critieria given in the'
report were useful to this project', particularly the criteria
f or screening. LERs.

6 R. Gallucci and A. Plummer, Development and Application of~a
Methodology for Systems Interaction Analysis (Abstract and
Summary. Paper), PNL-SA-9471, Pacific Northwest Laboratories,
Richland, Washington, April 1981.

Remarks: This report provides *a brief presentation of a
digraph-fault. tree methodology for system interaction analy-'
ses. For demonstration purposes, the report applied this
methodology to two reactor incidents: the. Browns Ferry 3
partial failure-to-scram of June-28, 1980, and the Crystal
River 3 small LOCA of February 26, 1980. The'report provides
background material for this project.

7' H. P.-Alesso,. Some Fundamental Aspects of Fault-Tree and
Digraph-Matrix Relationshipsofor a Sys~tems-Int~eractions Pro-
cedure, IJCID-19131, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, California, February 28, 1982.

Remarks: This report reviews some fundamental mathematical
background of both fault-oriented and success-oriented risk
analyses, dis'cussing the advantages and disadvantages of
each. In addition, it outlines several, fault-oriented!
dependency analysis approaches and. several success-oriented!
digraph-matrix approaches.' The mathematical background
information was useful to this. project.

8 H. P.' Alesso, 1I. J. Sacks, and C. F. Smith, Initial Guidance
on Digr'aph-Matrix Anal ysis for Systems. Interaction Studies,
NUREG/CR-2915, UCID-19457,''Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
Livermore California, ~March 1983.

Remarks: This report contains a four-step procedure that
provides guidance for. digraph-matrix analysis of system in-
t eractions. 'The procedure may be performed independently,
or it may be incorporated into a Probabilistic Risk Assess-
ment-effort. This' report provided background information
for this' project.
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* Ta~ble A. 2. System interaction application reports

...Plant Reports/papers currently available

Diablo Canyon Seismically Induced Systems InteractionProgram
Completion of Containment Activitiesj

.Pacific Gas. and.,Electric Company/Bechtel Power
Corporation

.Unda ted

Indian Point 3

.qDiablo' Canyon Seismically-Induced -System Interac-
tinProgram"

ANS/ENS1 T'opical, Meeting on PRA'
September 1981

Review of the PA.SNY Systems Interaction Study
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory`(UCID-19 130)
March I., 1982

Letter,.from New York Power Authority to NRC Division
*of Licensing
"Authority Reýview/Evaluation of Ebasco Findings"
.November 30, 1983

"Systems InteractionProgram for the' Indian Point 3
Nuclear Power Plant"

ANS Winter Meeting
'November 1982

Preliminary Investigation of Inte'rconnee ted .. ystems
Interactions for -the Safety:. Injection Systemn of
Indian Point 3

Lawrence Livermore National La'boratory (UCID-19473)
March 4', 1983

Watts Bar, * Final Report - Phase I Systems Interaction Method-
ooyApplications Program

Sandia National. Laboratories. (NUREG/CR-1321)
April 1980

Preliminary Systems-Interaction Results From the
Dia graph Matrix Analysis of the Watts Bar Nuclear
Power Plant Safety-Injection Systems

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (UCID-19707)
June 1983
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Table A.2 (continued)

Plant Reports/papers currently available

Watts Bar
(cont.)

Zion

Systems Interaction Results from the Diagraph Ma-
trix Analysis of the Watts Bar Nuclear Power Plant
High Pressure Safety Injection Systems - Volume I

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (UCID-19707)
June 1983

Systems Interaction Results from the Digraph Matrix
Analysis of the WattsBar Nuclear Power Plant High
Pressure Safety Injection Systems,,- Volume I

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(UCRL-preprint)

July 1983

Commonwealt EdsnCmayZon Station Systems
Interaction Study

Fluor Pioneer, Inc.
June 16, 1978.

"Review of Zion Station for Potential Systems In-
teraction Events"

ANS Winter Meeting
November 1978

Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation
of Grand Gulf Nuclear Generatiz.ng Station

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission' (N1JREG-0831)
September 1981

Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation
of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2
.and 3
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NUREG-0712,
Supplement 2)

May 1981

Grand Gulf

San Onofre
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Table' A. 3. ACSsystem interaction material

Item/subject/date.

Letter from Chairman,. ACRS, to Director ofRegulation, NRC
Subject: Systems Analysis of Engineered-Safety Systems
November 8', 1974

Letter from' Chairman, AtAS, 'to Executive Director, for' Op'erations, NRC
Subject:' Review of'Systems Interaction
June .17, 1977

Letter from Executive Director, ACRS, to'. Acting Director,,Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC

,Subject:ý C,6rresponden 6 Regarding Systems -Interaction Analysis
June 28, 1977

Letter from Assistant Director for Operating Reactors, NRC, to'Chairman,
ACRS

* Subject: Zion System Interaction Analysis
ýOctaber_.21, .1977

Advisory.Comm~ittee on 'Reactor Safeguards Report (NUREG-0572)
Review of Licensee Event Repor'ts (1976-1978).
September 1979

Letter from. Chairman,- ACRS, to'Executive Director for Operations, NRC
*Subject:. Systems Interactions Study for Indian Poin't Nuclear Generating

Unit No. 3
October 12, 1979

Minutes of: the ACRSPlant Arrangements Subcommittee Meeting
Subjýect. : Draft Report on the. Sys~tems:Inte'raction' Methodology Applica-
,tion Program (Sandia -Study),
February.20, 1980

Memorandum for ACRS Members from R. Savia, Senior Staff Engineer
Subject: Possible System Interaction Study Topics
March 3, 1982
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Table A. 4. Licensing correspondence addressing
systems interaction

Plant .Correspondence .

San Onofre 2 and 3

Midland I an d II

LaSalle 1 and 2

Letter from Southern California Edison Company to
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
NRC

Subject: Response to NRC Systems Interaction
Branch Question 510.1

March 9, 1981

Letter from Consumers Power Company to Director,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations, NRC.,

Subject: Systems Interaction Program for Midland
Units I and II

January. 28, 1983

Letter from. Division of Systems Integration to
Division of Licensing

Subject: Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report
Input for Chapter 7 Regarding Control Systems
Failure

December 7,, 1983

A.7.3 Availability

These documents- were ýprovided by the NRC Generic Issues Bra .nch.

A.7.4. Usefulness to project

These documents provide some event data but-were of wcre use during
the development of scre~enings criteria for data selection. Events meeting
the criteria for this project (Sects. 1.3 and. 3.2) were in~cluded'in th .e
final results.

A.8 Reports Describing-Significant Events

A.8.1 Source

The project staff reviewed several reports from programs using or
evaluat 'ing operating experience data. These programs focused on a number,
of areas of interest: potential severe core damage accidents, pressure
,vessel thermal shock, unplanned boron dilution, and station blackout ac-
cidents. Tables A.5 and A.6 list the reports that were reviewed.
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Table A.5. NSIC reports of interest

Report No. Title

NUREG/CR-2497

NUREG/CR-0566

NUREG/CR-0848

ORNL/NSIC-176

NUREG/CR-2789

NUREG/CR-2797

NUREG/CR-2798

NUREG/CR-2799

NUREG/CR-3122

Precursors to Potential Severe Core Dama.ge Accidents:
1969-1979 A Statue Report, June 1982

Conrnon-Mode/Coni'on-Cause Failure: A Review and a
Bibliography, May 1979

Operating fExperience with Valves in Light-Water-
Reactor Nuclear Power Plants for the Period. 1865-
1978, July 1979

Descriptions of Selected Accidents that Have Occurred
at Nuclear Reactor Facilities, April 1980

Pressure Vessel Therm~l Shock at U.S. Pressurized-
Water Reactors: Events and Precursors, 1963-1981
April 1983

Evaluation of Events Involving Service Water Systems
in Nuclear Power Plants, November 1982

Evaluation of Events Involving Unplanned Boron Dilu-
tions in Nuclear Power Plants, July 1982

Evaluation of Events Involving Decay Heat Removal
Systems -in Nuclear Power Plants, July 1982

Potentially Damaging Failure Mozdes of High- and
Medium-Voltage Electrical Equipment. August 1983

Table A.6. Miscellaneous reports

Report No. Title

NUREGICR-1722

NUREG-0305

NUREG-0886

NUREG/CR-3226

Interim Report on Systema~tic Errors in Nuclear Power
Plants

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
October 1980

Technical Report on D.C. Power Supplies in Nuclear
Power Plants

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,.NRC
July 1977

A Probabilistic Safety Analysis of W Power Supply
Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC
April 1981

Station Blackout Accident.Analyses (Part of NRC Task
Action Plan A-44)

Sandia National Laboratory
lMay-1983
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A.8.2 Contents

These reports primarily contain data for significant operating
*events. The studies focus on arleas of concern and generally involve
safety and safety-related equipment'.

A.8.3 Availability

These reports are available through the NSIC files and th~e ORNL
technical library.

A.8.4 Usefulness to project

These reports contain useful event data. The ASP reports were of
particular use because that program selected events where multiple safety
function's were degraded.ý For the events selected by the ASP Program,
both the LER abstracts (from the RECON, LER file) and the ASP reports for
the final evaluation were used.

A.9. IE Bulletin, Circulars, and Information Notices

A.9.1 Source

IE bulletins,, circulars, and information notices are issued by the
NRC to licensees and construction permit holders. informing them' of events
that may have generic implications.

Each i~ssuance is based on events reported by licensees, NRC inspec-
tors, agreement states, or others where a preliminary evaluatio n indi-
cates that the event may affect other licensees.

A.9.2 Conten t

IE bulletins provide information abo ut one or more similar events
and require that. licensees take specific actions. The licensee reports
actions taken or to be taken and provideslinfor~mation the.NRC may need to
assess the need for further action. Prompt response: by licensees is re-
quired and failure to respond will normally result in NRC. enforcement ac-
tion.

TE circulars are used when the implication of one or more similar
events indicate that both licensee notification and specific licensee ac-
tion is recommended. Circulars do not require that licensees submit a
reply to the NRC describing their actions.. Licensees review the infor-
mation and implement the recommendations if they are applicable. The use
of circulars was discontinued after 1981. .

TE information notices provide information but do not require spe-
cific actions; they are rapid transmittals of information which may not
yet have been completely analyzed by the NRC, but of which licensees
should be aware. Licensees receiving an information notice are expected
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to review the information for applicability to their current and future
licensed 4perati6ns'. If ýthe information, does, apply, lic Iens .ees are ex-
pected to take. action nece Issary to avoid repetition of the problem.,.

.A.9.3 Availability

All issued- IEbulletins; circ ulars, and-information notices are
available in hard copy or microfiche at NOAC.

A.9.4 Usefulness to project

The TE bulletins.,.circulars, and information notices were a source
of operating event-data (some events were postulated). The events, de-
scribed in these documents we~re screened for possible system int 'erac-.
tios.For tho'se events reported. in these documents that were- also' re-

ported, as LERs, the abstracts (retrieved from :the.4.RECON LER file) were.
also used to provide more in-depth details about the events.

A.10. AEOD Reports*

A.10.1 Sources

AEOD conducted numerous case studies and engineering evaluations
covering operating situations of interest to theNRkC. The projec .t re-
viewed all of the AEOD reports ~available during the event selection task.

A.10.2 Contents

AEOD reports contain A detailed description of specific operational.
,events. In-addition, an-'explanation of the actions taken by the reactor
.operator and the NRC (when appropriate) *is included. The reports address
the effort of the analysis to -determine the "root" cause.

A.10.3 -Availability

The reports, iss Iued.sin~ce the 1980 establishment. of AEOD, are aval -
able in NOAC files.

A.-10.4 Usefulness to project

Many of the reports relate. to actual or potential systems interac-
tion events. Most reports include listings of related LE~s found during
the analysis. These reports were extremely useful to this project, and
a number of events from them were selected as adverse'systemn interactions.
Appendix D lists the AEOD reports that are used as a reference for events
.selected as.ASI events.
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A.11. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Special Topic Reports

A.11.1 Source

These reports form part of the Selected Operating Reactor Issues
Program being conducted for the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor RegulationI

by INEL Reliability And Statistics Branch.

A.11.2 Content

Numerous reports are included in this series. .Topics include de-
graded grid protection for Class lE power systems, .adequacy of station
electric distribution system voltages, technical specifications for re-
dundant decay heat removal capability, audit of the envi ronmental quali-
.fication of. safety-related electrical equipment, testing of reactor trip,
system and engineered safety features, and electrical penetrations of re-
actor containment. Each topic was evaluated for several plants.

A.11.3 ':Availability.

The reports are available in hard copy from the NOAC files..

A.11.4 Usefulness to project

No .system interaction events were specifically identified in these
reports. .These reports were not intended t o relate information on system
interaction problem areas and as such were' not of direct use to this
project.

A.12. Safety Implications of Control Systems (USI A-47)

A.12.1 Source

The objective of USI A-4.7 is to assess the safety implications of
control systems by examining two areas: (1) the effects, of control sys-
tem malfunctions on plant dynamic' behavior and (2) the' interactions of
these malfunctioning controls with other' plant systems.

A.12.2 Content

The safe~ty- implications of nuclear power plant control system fail-
ures and action,~ both planned and unplanned, are being examined. Current
.efforts include systems analyses of both' .PVR .and .BWR control systems.
These analyses address reactor transients ..resulting from control 'system
malfunctions'. The wo Irk focuses on steam generator/reactor vessel over-
fill transients, reactor overcooling transients,.loss of control system
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power supplies, and other non-safety-grade equipment failures with safety
Implications.

A.12.3 Availability

Because the USI A-47 efforts are currently under way, no final re-
ports are available at this time.

A.12.4 Usefulness to project

The work being performed on this task is of interest to this proj-
ect; however, no final reports are available at this time.

A.13 Reports to Congress of Abnormal Occurrences

A.13.1 Source

The NRC reports to the Congress each quarter any abnormal occur-
rences involving facilities or activities regulated by the NRC. An ab-
normal occurrence Is defined as an unscheduled incident or event that the
NRC determines is significant from the standpoint of public health or,
safety.

A.13.2 Content

For each event reported as an abnormal occurrence, the information
contained in the report to Congress includes date and place, nature and
probable consequences, causes, and licensee and regulatory actions taken
to prevent recurrence.

A. 13.3 Availability

Copies of all the AO reports are available at NROAC. This series of

reports has existed since 1975 and is currently issued quarterly.

A.13.4 Usefulness to project

The AO reports Include the most significant events that occurred
during the quarter. Descriptions of the events selected (by the staff)
as possible system interactions were reviewed. Because almost all of the
events reported as abnormal occurrences were also reported in LERs, both
the AO reports and the LER abstracts (retrieved from the RECON LER file)
were reviewed.
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Operating Information. Appendix A: Technical. Specificatilonsj, Rev.
4, August 1975.

3. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Licensee Event Report System,
NU'REG-1022, September 1983.

4. U.S. Department-of Energy, DOE/RECON User's Manual., DOE-TIC-4586,
Rev. 1, May 1981.

5. Sequence Coding and Search System Coder's Manual for Licensee Event
'Reports, ORNL/NSTC-189, Rev. 0, Union Carbide Corp. Nuclear Div.,
Oak Ridge Natl. Lab., March 1984.

6. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Foreign Event File (FEF) Data
'Base Description, March 1984.

7. CERCRS Data Base Development Project Final Report and User's. Hand-
bookc, ORNL/NSIC-221, Union Carbide Corp. Nuclear Div., Oak Ridge
Natl. Lab., January 1984.

8. Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, Nuclear Plant Reliability
Data System, Atlanta, Ga.., 1983.

.9. The In-Plant Reliability Data Base for Nuclear Power Plant-Cornpo-
nents: Data Collection and Methodology Report, ORNL/TM-8271,
NUREG/CR-2641, Union Carbide Corp. Nuclear Div., Oak Ridge Natl.
Lab., July 1982.
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-Appendix.B

EVENT, ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS

B.1 Introduction

Appendix B defines the event attributes that make up the-event
listings. The event listing provides a brief desciription-of the' system
interaction event and includes pertinent information about the event s~uch'
as systems and components involved, the undesirable result, the unantici-
pated dependency, and corrective actions. The attributes shown in the
example eve~nt listing, Exhibit B*.1, are described in the following sec-
tions'. (Appendix C contains event listings, printed in the same-format
as-Exhibit B.1, for the ASI events selected by this project.)

B.2 Even~t.Attributes'

B.2.1 Plant

This attribute contains the name of the plant at which the. event
o~ccurred.. Table B.1 lists the nuclear, power plants by name and gives the
-docket. number, reactor type, NSSS ven~dor,.and architectural engineeri ng'
firm (only for; those plants having ASI events included in this report).

B.2.2.ý Plant-type

This attribute lists the name of the NSSS vendor (Babcock & Wilcox,
Combustion Engineering., Gelneral. Atomic, General Electric, *or Westing-
house). and the reactor type (boiling water, pressurized water, or. high
temperature gas-c66led)' for the Plant of interest (see Table B.1).

B.2.3 Event date

This attribute identifies (1) the date on which the event occurred
or (2) the date' on which a postulated event was discovered. If the date
was not known, then the date of. the reference document was used..

B.2.4 Experience

This attribute indicates whether an event actually occurred or was
identified as having the'potential to occur. Events were assigned as
ACTUAL or POTENTIAL.
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Plant: St. LucieA -1Plant type: CE NWR

Event date: 3/31/1978 Experience: Potential

Operating status: Construction

Initiating system and component

Medium voltage AC (35 kV to' .600 V)
Electrical/I&C function items

Systems/components between which the dependency occurred

Medium voltage AC (35 kV'to 600 V)
Electrical conductors

Emergency power generation
Electrical conductors

Safety systems/components affected

Emergency power generation
ýSubsystem occurrence

Type of coupling: Ft.nctional

Result type:- 2 Discovery: AE/vendor notification

Initiating event:, Seismic event causes failure of n~onv-Class' 1E trans--
former dis-connect contacts

Propagation: Contacts could dislodge caus~ing short circuit on
bus, defeating emergency power-

Dependency: Normal and emergency power' share bus with non-Class
it contacts

Unde~sirable result: Nonsafety system can cause loss of safety bus during
seismic event

Remarks: 'Same design used at Unit 2

Corrective action: Design change/modification

References: . .L0098 .Event N.187

Exhibit. B.1. Example. event listing.
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Table Bi.1. Nuclear
sorted. by

power' plant. facilities
facility na~e!

Facility -Docket Reactor NSSS
naime, No. type vendor,

Arkansas Nuclear
Arkansas Nuclear
Arnold
Beaver Valley, 1
Beaver Valley *2
Belieflonte 1
Bellefonte,2
Big Rock Point
Browns Ferry 1L
Browns Ferry' 2:
Browns Ferry3
Brunswick -1.
Brunswick 2.
'Calvert Cliffs' 1
Calvert Cliffs. 2

1
2

Clinton 1
Connecticut Yankee
Cook 2
Cooper
Crystal River 3,
Davis-Besse 1
Diablo Canyon 1
Diablo' Canyon 2
Dresden 2,
Dresden 3
Farley: 1
Farley 2
Fermifi 2
Ft.'Calhoun 1
Ft. St. Vrain
Ginna
Grand' Gulf 1
Hatch 1.
Hat ch 2,1.
Indian Point 2
Indian Point 3
Kewaunee
Maine Yankee'
McGuire 1
Midland 1
Midland 2
Millstone' 1
Millstone *2
Monticello
Nine Mile.Point 1
-North Anna 1
North Anna' 2
North' Anna 3

313
368

'334
412
438
439
155
2519
260
.296
325-
324
,317
318
'461
213
316
298
302
346
275
323
237
249
348
364
341
2ý85
267
244
.416.
321
366
247
28 6,
305,
3.09
369
329
330
245
336
263
220
338
339'
404

PIJR
PWR
BWR
PWR
PWR,
PWR.
PWR

BIJR
BIJR
BIJR

BWRI.
PWR
PWR

BWR
PWR
PWR
BIJR
PWR
PWR.
PIJR
PWR
BWR
BWR
PWR
PWR.
BWR
PWR'
HTGR
PWR
BWR
BWR
BIJR
PIWR
.PWR

IPWR

PWR
P14R
PWR,ý
PWR
BWR
PW'R
BWR
BWR
PWR
PWR
PWR'

B&W_
CE
GE
WE S
WES
B&W
B&W
GE
GE
GE
GE
GE:

CE'
CE
GE
WJES
WE S-
GE
B&W
B&W
WE S
WE S
GE
GE
WE S
WES:'1
GE2
CE
GA
WES
GE
GE
GE
WES,
-WE S
WES
CE
li;;ES
B&W
B&W
'GE:
CE
GE

GE
WES'

_-WES
.B&W

Bech
Be ch
Bech
S&W
'S&w
TVA-
TVA
Be chtZ
TVA
TVA
TVA_
UE&C
UE&C
Be ch
.Be ch
S&L 4.

'S&w
AEPSC
Burns/Roe
Gil
Bech
PG&E-
PG&E
,S&L
S&L
:Bech- & SCSI
Bech & SCSI
S&L
G&H

.-S&L

Be ch -
SSI & Bech

IE &C.
UE&C:
FPS
sW

Duke
'Be ch
Bech
'Eba sco.
Bech
'Bech
NM
S&W

,S&w.
S~w
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Table B.1 (continued)

Facility Docket Reactor NSSSa
name No. type vendor.

Oconee 3.
oyster Creek
Palisades
Peach Bottom 2
Pilgrim 1
Point Beach 1
Point Beach 2
Prairie Island 1
Quad Cities 1
Quad Cities 2
Rancho Seco
Robinson 2
Salem 1
San Onofre 1
San Onofre 2
San Onofre 3
Sequoyah 1
Sequoyah 2
St. Lucie 1
St. Lucie 2
Surry 1
Sutry 2
Susquehanna
TMI-1
TMI-2
Trojan
Turkey Point
Turkey Point
Watts Bar I
Watts Bar 2
WNP 1
WNP 4
Zion 1
Zion 2

287
219
255
277
293
266
301
282
254
265
312
261
272
206
361
362
327
328
335
389
280
281
387'
289
320
344
250
251
390
391
460
513
295
304

PWR
BWR
PWR
BWR
BWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
BIJR
BWR
PWR
PIJR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PIJR
PWR
PWR
BWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PIJR
PWR
PWR
PIJR
PWR
PWR

B&W
GE
CE
GE
GE
WES
WES
WES
GE
GE
B&W
WES
WES
WES
CE
CE
WES
WES
CE
CE
WES
WES
GE
B&W
B&W
WES
WES
WES
WES
WES
B&W
B&W
WES
WES

Duke/Bech
Burns/Roe
Bech
Be ch
Bech
Bech
Bech
FPS
S&L
S&L
Bech
Ebasco
PSE&G
Bech
Bech
Bech
TVA
TVA
Ebasco
Ebasco
S&W
S&W
Bech
Gil
Burns/Roe
Bech
Bech
Bech
TVA
TVA
UE&C
UE&C
S&L
S&L

I

3
4

aAEPSC

BECH
S&W
TVA
UE&C
S&L
GIL
PG&E
SCSI
G&H
SSl
DUKE
PSE&G
FPS
NM

American Electric Power Service Co:
Bechtel Corporation
Stone and Webster
Tennessee Valley Authority
United Engineers and Constructors,
Sargent and Lundy,,
Gilbert Associates Inc.
Pacific Gas & Electric
Southern Company Services, Inc.
Gibb s and Hill
Southern Services Inc.
Duke Power Co.
Public Services Electric & Gas (Nei
Fluor Power Services
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.

rporation

Inc.

Jersey)
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B.2.5 Operating status

.This attribute identifies the mode at which the plant was operating
when the event occurred.-'For a. postulated event, the mode inferred or
identified in the reference document is used. Table B.2 lists the.-oper-
ating-modes used.

Table B.2. Operating mod~es

Description

Construct ion
.Cold shutdown
Hot shutdown
Hot standby
Load change during routine power operation'
Preoperational/startup/power ascension tests
Refuieling
Routine shutdown
Routine startup
Steady state operation
Unknown/not applicable
Other

B.2..6 Initiating system and component

A system interaction is characterized by an initiating: event* that.
can be the failure,' action, or inaction of a system,,. train,' component,
or structure (see definition in Sect. 1.3). This attribute identifies.
the system in which the* initiating event occurred.' Table B.3 contains
the system designations used for this project. .The. system designations
were taken directly from the SCISS program.' -In addition, six system des-
ignations were, added (indicated by an asterisk in-Table B,.3). These
systems were used when (1) the actual systems affected we're not known or
(2) multiple systems were affected. (The SCSS Coder's Maznual provides-ý
descriptions of each of these systems.)ý

* This attribute also identifies the component that initiated a sys-
tem interaction. The initiatingr'omponent is part-of'the initiating
system. For system interaction events that began with an operator, *er-.
ror, personnel were used as the initiating component. Table B.4 lists
the component designations and typical components included in each com-
ponent designation. These component' designations were taken directly
from the SCSS program..
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Table B.3. System designations

Descriptiona

A. PRIMARY REACTOR SYSTEMS

Reactor core
Control rod *drive (PWR)
Control rod drive (BWR)
Reactor vessel
Primary coolant (PWR)
Pressurizer (FWR)
Steam generator (PWR)-
Recirculating water (BWR)

B. ESSENTIAL REACTOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

Auxiliary feedwater (PWR)
Isolation condenser (BWR)
Reactor core isolation cooling (BWR)
Residual heat removal (PWR)
*Residual heat removal (BWR)
*Low-pressure coolant injection (BIJR)
CVCS/high-pressure safety injection (PIJR)
Intermediate pressure injection. (PIJR)
High-pressure coolant injection (BWR)
Steam generator pressure relief (PWR)
Reactor overpressure protection,(BWR).
.Core flooding accumulator (PWR)
Upper head injection :(PWR)
High-pressure core spray (BWR)
*Low-pressure core spray (BWR)
Multiple safety systems*b

All ECCS systems*
Multiple ECCS systems*
*All ESF systems*
Multiple*ECCS systems*
All systems requiring emergency power-'

C. ESSENTIAL SERVICE SYSTEMS

Component cooling water
Essential raw cooling/service
Essential compressed air
Býorated/refueling water storage (PWR)
.Condensate storage
Emergency generator fuel
Emergency generator cooling

D.ESSENTIAL AUXILIAkRY SYSTEMS.

*Fuel pool cooling-andI cleanup
Containment* isolationa
Containment-spray
.Containment pretssure suppression makeup :(BWR)
Containment combustive gas control,
Containment ice condenser (PWR) *
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table' B. 3 _(continued.)

Descriptidnq.

E. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

High voltage.*ac (greater than 35 kV)_
Medium ývoltage ac (35 kV to 6001V)
Low valtageac (less than. 600 V)
vital, instrument, control, and computer ac
dc power
Electrical heat tracing
Emergency, power :.generation
Conduit. and cable, tray

F. FEEDWATER, STEAM,.AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEMS

"Main steami
Turbine generator
Main condenser
Condensate and feedwater.
Circulating-water (open cycle)
Seal water

G. HEATING, VENTILATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Reactor building HVAC (PWR)
:Reactor building ,HVAC (BWR)
'Primary containment. vacuum relief.
Sec containment recirc and exhaust.
Dry-well/torus HVAC-and purge (BWR)
'Reactor 1,auxiliary building HYAC'
-Control building ýHVAC
Fuel,-,building: HVAC

H. INSTRUMENTATION ANDCONTROLS SYSTEMS

Control room panels
Fire detection
Emergency, generator instrumentation anid controls:
Turbine generatorýinst~rumentation and 'control
ýPlant monito'ring
Leak monitoring
Radiation monitoring
*Reactor power control (PWR)
Feedwater control
Reactor protection
Engineered safety features' actuation
-Nonnuclear instrumentation

1 . SERVICE AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

Auxili ary ste Am

Sampling
Control and service air
Demineralized water
Material and equipment handling
Fire protection
Compressed, gas
'Potable :a.nd sanitary water
Insulatingoi
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.Table B.3 (continued)'

Descriptiona

I. SERVICE AUXILIARY SYSTEMS (continued)

Fuel storage
Steam generator startup
Lube oil

'Boron recovery
Control rod drive cooling water
*Raw cooling water,
Raw service water
Chemical additive injection

J. WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.

Liquid radwaste
Solid radwaste
Gaseous radwaste (PWR)
Gaseous radwaste (BWR)
Nonr Iadioactive waste (liquid, solid, and
gaseous)

Steam generator blowdown (PWR)
Cooling tower blowdown
Plant drainage
Equipment drainage (including vents)
Roof drainage
*Suppression pool cleanup (BWR)
Reactor water cleanup* (BWR)
Initial unit conditions/unit effects
Effect on environment/personnel
Other
Multiple known
,Unknown

K. STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

Control building
Emergency generator building
Environment (external to any structure)
Fuel building
Miscellaneous'/unknown structures
Primary reactor containment (PWR)
.Reactor auxiliary building
.Reactor dry well (BWR)
,Reactor torus/suppression pool (BWR)
Secondary reactor containment (BWR)

*Secondary reactor containment *(PWR)
'Turbine building

L. PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES

Construction activity
Operation activity

a aNOTE: "(BWR)" and "(NWR)" denote systems

applicable only to that reactor type.
b Entries followed by asterisks are designations

that indicate when'the actual systems affected were
not known or when multiple systems were affected.
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Table, Bi.4. ý.Component .designations

-Des cript ion

1.Accumulators/Reservoirs

Includes: Accumulator
Gas bottles and manifold
Reservoir.
Tank

2.. Air Dryers

Includes: Air dryer, absor-ption/adsorption
Dryer

3-. Annunciators

Includes: All audio/visual annunciators and alarms
4'. Batteries/Chargers

.Includes:: All batteries and 'battery'*chargers
5. Blowers/Compressors

* Includes: Compressor
Eductor
-Ejector
Fan/blower
Turbocharger-
Ventilator

6.- Chemical Function Items

Includes: Chemical addition injector.
Demineralizer

7. Cleaning E quip .ment

Includes: All cleaning equipment
.8. Communication's-Equipment

'Includes: Intercom
Phones

.9. Control Rods

Includes: All control rods both full and partial length
10.. Control Rod Drives

Includes: All control rod, drives including hydraulic 'units
11. Electrical Conductors

Includes: Bus
Cable/wir'e
Transmission line
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Table B.4 (continued)

Description

12. Electrical/I&C Function Items

Includes: Card, circuit
Cathode ray tube
Coil
.Conduit
Contactor/contacts
Interlock,
Monitor
,Monitor, atmospheric condition
Monitor, mechanical condition
Oscillator
Potential device
Power supply, electric
Power supply, uninterruptible
Rectifier
Solenoid
Surge protection package,
Synchroscope
Telemeter
Tray, cable
Typewriter/printer/plotter'

13. Engines, Internal Combustion

Includes: All engines including diesel generator engine

14. Equipment Interface Items

Includes: Board/panel
Box, junction
Box, other type
Connector
Console
Control station
Control unit, remote
Rack/cabinet
'Station, sample
Terminal block

15. Filters, Non-I&C

Includes: Filter (process).
Screen
Separator
Strainer

16. Fuel Elements

Includes: All reactor core fuel elements
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-Table B.4' (continued)

Des c~riptioný

17. Generators

Includes:. ýConverter
Gen'eratora
Generator, motor
'Inverter

18. 'Handling ,Equipment,

Includes: Crane'
"Fuel 'handling, equipment,
Ha ,ndling equipment, miscellaneous

19. Electric'.Heaters

Includes: Heater',,elec-tric.
Heat tracing_

20. Heat Exchangers.

Includes: Air" hanidling/conditioning, unit (heatinig and ventilation)
Boiler
Coil,;cooling
Coil, heating.
Condenser
Condenser, ice
Cooler.
'Cooling, tower.
Fan cooler unit
'Heater,'o~ther,-type
Heat exchanger
Steam generator

21., I&C General

Inicludes:.,ý.. Capacitor'.
Diode
'Resistor

.22. -I&C/Circuit Breakers

Includes,: 'Circuit breaker, a
Circuit breaker, 'dc
Fuse

23. I.&C/Computational Modules

Includes: ;'Amplif ier
*Averager
Computer-
..Differentiator
Integrator,
Modifier
*Summer,
Tot ali zen integrator
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Table B.4 (continued)

Description

24. I&C/Controllers

Includes: All controllers including speed, frequency, power,
level, temperature, voltage, pressure, position, etc.

25. I&C/Filters and Isolato'rs

Includes:. Filter (I&C)
Isolator/buffer
Lightning arrestor
Transducer

26. I&C/Indicators

Includes: All indicators including speed, frequency, power,
voltage, current, temperature, level, pressure, flow,
position, etc.

27. I&C/Recorders

Includes: All recorders including data loggers'

28. I&C/Relays

Includes: 'All relays

29. I&C/ Sensors

Includes: All primary sensors/detectors/monitors including
fire/smoke, voltage, power, radiation; flux/neutron,
,temperature, pressure, flow level, position, etc.

30. I&C/Switches

Includes: All switches including bistables

31. I&C/ Transmitters

Includes: All transmitters

32. Lighting Equipment

Includes: All lighting equipment excluding indicator lamps or
bulbs

33. Mechanical Function Items

Includes: Basket, ice-condenser
Bearing/bushing
Belt
Brake

*Clutch
Coil, drain
Collector
*Coupling
Diaphragm
Duct
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Tabe B4 (ontinued)

Description.

33. Mechanical Function:Items (continued)

Includes: Fastener
Gear
Governor

-Hose

.,Hydrant

Insulation
Sample
Seal:
'Shaft/stem-
.Valve seat

34.- Motors

Includes: Exciter
Motor
Motor starter

35. Penetrations

Includes: All pentrations including personnel penetrations
36. Personnel

Includes: All utility or contractor personnel
37. Pipes. -a ndFittings

Includes: Nozzle
Pipe
Plug
Rupture disk
Sensing line
Sleeve
Tubing,'
Well, special process monitor

38.PUMPS

Includes': All pumps': Including jet pumps
39. Recombiners

Includes: All recombiners

40. Shock Suppressors and Supports
'Includes: Anchor

Hanger
Snubber
Support
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Table B.4 (continued)

Description

41. Structural Function Items

Includes: Access platform/stair/ladder
Concrete structure/shield
Door/cover/hatch
Drain
Discharge flume
Elevator
Flame arrestor/fire barrier
Miscellaneous structural features,
Pit
Pool
Prestressed concrete/tendon and anchorage
Structural framing and foundation
Sump
Wall/bulkhead

,42. Transformers

Includes: All transformers

43. Turbines

includes: All turbines

44. Valves

Includes: All valves- including vacuum ~breakers and dampers

45. Valve 'Operators

Includes: All valve operators

46. Vessels

Includes: Pressurizer
Vessel, reactor
Vessel

47. Miscellaneous.

Includes: All miscellaneous or unknown components

48. Total System Occurrence

Use when total system is inoperable

4.Subsystem Occurrences

Use when one or more trains/channels are inoperable but

the total system is not

Thsincludes the generator on the diesel generator.
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B.'2.7 Sy s tem s/c omrponen ts:--be'twdeen wh ich, the dependency, occurred.

A system interaction ýeveint is. characte'rized by 'the inconspicuous or
upanticipatedAdependency between :twoý oir. ..more, '1systems, trains, compo-
nents, or. structuresý. -This- attribu'teý identifies 'two system/comoonent
ýpairs between' which. the dependency occ~urred.,,: The' system and component.
designations are, those listed. in Tables B.3 ,and B..4, respectively.

B.ý.2.8S Saf ety system/components .af fected

'To ",be classilfied as an advierse ,system interaction 1event,- the event
must degrade. or. -have potential: to de~grade 'one or more safety systems.
'This attribute identifies.'the'safety system(s-) and- component s) af-
fected. Ulp, to. three syste~m/comonnt pairs 'may be. listed:. (Tables B.3
and'.B.4 list theý; system and component desiginations used.)

B;2.9 Type of couping'

This field is' ýused; to group system interaction -events into three
categories bas'ed on ,the reason. for -the dependency..- 'All evet weeds

ignated as FUNCTIONAL, SPATIAL, orlHUMAN_ý.-,

For spatial system, interactions 'only., thi- 'attribute' identifies the
physicalý I ocatio'n ýwhere' the' system i n~te'r'ction evn ok pace". Item K

in ~ ~ _- Tb'.3lsstepant a ea deignat ions' The.plant area designa-
tions woere taken: from the ,SCSS program.,

B.2.11 Result type:'

This attribute describes. the degraded lever7 of saf ety that occurs as
a,,res6ut o..f-the :depndentý faiu~res.'ý: Table B.5%':def ines the- six unde-
sirabl~e result types..

B. 2.12 Discovery

This :attribute' describes,, the- -method "of discovery for teeet

Table B.6 l1ists-the. methods, of di scove ry., used.

B.2:.13 Initiating 'event '

This short text describes,'the -initiating eventý and the resu'lting
actions." inactions,- or. failures leading 'to the unanticipated dependency.
(This field and the -next four "fields' each have: a maximum lengt~h of 80
"characters.,)
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Table B.5. Result'.types

Type - 'Descriptiona

0- No degradation of a safety system.

1 Degradation of redundant portions of a safety system, including
consideration of all auxiliary support functions. Redundant por-
tions are those considered to be..indepen~dent in the design and
analysis of the plant. This also includes redundant portions of
two safety systems that .can accomplish the same safety function.

2 Degradation of a safety system by a-nonsa~fety system.

31 Initiation of, an," accident" (e.g., LOCA, .MSLB) and (a) the degra-
* dation of at Zeast one redundant. portion of any-one of the safety
* systems required to mitigate'that event; or (b) degradation o .f

critical operator information sufficient to cause him to perform
unanalyzed, unassumed, or incorrect action.

4 Initiation of a "transient" (including reactor trip), and (a) the
degradation of at leaet one redundant portion of any one of the
safety systems requ~ired'to mitigate the event; or (b)idegradation
of critical operator information sufficient to cause him to per-
form unanalyzed, unassumed, or incorrect-action.

5 Initiation of an eve nt that (a) requires actions of the plant
operators in areas outside the control room area and (b) disrup-
tion of the access...to. these areas.

aNote:, In some cases, co Imbinations of undesirable results oc-

curred. For example, failure of a -non-ýsafety-related. system tha't caused
a transient and degraded a safety system would'be a result type 2'and
type'4 event (recorded as 2, 4).

Table B.6. Methods
of discovery'

Description.

AE/vendor notification
Audio/visual alarm.
Design calculation/verification
Installation
Maintenance/m'odification
NRC notification,
.Operational abnormality.
Other
.Review of proc'edure/test result
Routine test/ins'pect~ion
Special test/inspection
Unknown
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B.2.14 -Propagation

This short text. describes how the failure's, actions, or inactions
propagated..

R.2.15, Dependency

This short text describes the unanticipated dependency that exists...>

.B.2.16 Undesirable result

This-text describes the undesirable result, (i.e., ýsafety system deg-radation) that resulted from' the event. Any undesirable failures, ac-I
tions, or inactiodns .that resulted ;may, also be.described, if 'unusual. or'signif icant in- nature.

B.2.17 Remarks,

This field describes any additional event'information needed for
.clarity.

IB.2.18 Corrective action

This attribute describes the action taken by the utility .to correct
the dependencies and 'Prevent their reoccurrence. Corrective actions usedin this *study include: design change/modification, administrative!
procedural change, repair/replacement, and other.

B.2.19 Category

This field contains the category number of each event, as described
in Chap. 4.

B.2.20 References

This attribute' lists, the references for the system interaction
event. Appendix D contains the reference information for the selected
events. Up 'to five- references per event were allowed. References startwith a letter that'indicates document type. Table B.7 shows the-refer-ence codes used by the project.

B.2.21 Event number

The event number is an identification number for each event in theproject's computer data base'.'



Table B.7. Reference codes

Reference codes Type

A00001 to A99999 AEOD reports
C00001 to C99999 CER
EOOOO1 to E99999 SEP reports
I00001 to 199999 IE-bulletins/notices
LOOQOT to L99999 LERs
MOOOOI to M99999 Miscellaneous documents
SOOO01 to S99999 SI reports
XOOOOI to X99999 ACRS documents
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